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ThipUrpoSe:Of this study was to' the'relationiiiiPLte-
4enthe:properties 'of organizational ''structure and 'certain

-=chatitOteiiitias of organizational 'Member's and how 'tide
resulting interaction between these two faatOri%reiiied to 'tae
organizational climate of elementary schools.

ti -- .

-S*iiii,4:7,7*Of two hundred 44Cher4- was. drawn,1:tiok. fifteen
celeii*Oaty'.rsOo:Ols''located'in-:tio-'unified 'sichoOl distriatit'in
,Scin:thetif ,:mielie:244ementasirteachers respond *tO three
'qneSkioiiniiteb iiihiah-150Vided`meas4ed-okr. * . " 71-*

'N*

1. The organizational climate of schools as measured by the
Oratilizatio1..M.narsat.eDescription Questionnaire develOped
by HilPin71._: - . >5!,'i ,

2. The personality characteriatiCea'ihereSpondents as' measured
by Cattell and Eber's Si3teeziPersonaU th Questionnaire.

3. The schools' structural properties in terms of the degree of
formalization (rules and regulations), centralization (decision-
making hierarchy), complexity (specialization), and autonomy
(self-determination) as perceived by the respondent.

Using Principal Component Analysis, the personality and structural
property scores were intercorrelated, resulting in a twenty by
twenty correlation matrix. The matrix was analyzed and a complete
set of twenty principal components was obtained. On the basis of
the loadings it was possible to identify independent components of
variance associated with the structural components, the personali-
ty components, and those components demonstrating an interaction
between the structural property and personality variables.

The relationship between the resulting components and the climate
profile subtests which represented the teachers' perceptions of
organizational climate was determined by subjecting the set of
component scores and the set of climate profile scores to Canonical
Correlation Analysis.

The results of Principal Component Analysis identified independent
sources of variance in components comprised of primarily personality
variables, and also to components containing contributions from both
the personality and structural property sets of variables.

In the Canonical Correlation Analysis between the twenty components
and the eight subtests of the organizational climate profile, the
first two canonical correlations proved to be significant, beyond
the .002 level. These two canonical functions revealed seven

1



components which were closely related to the climate profile subtests.
Five of the seven components were comprised of both personality and
structIma, Pcippe;ty :variables ,sruchi. as ependent of, ...conseryative A 9,94*"

shaiiig ii:Ariiirioerwitbnl.;/=.,%7

a component,,withhilY'*formaAzed,andliighly ceritrat4zed'ilieUCtural
Lfe .1..2xt7

proplFY..19hF01:".44t3".9-'1*;:* :.' "":: 1.7 tY..t

. ; -;1 "., ---,-The findings indicated that peidonality'in iiAiikaCtiosi"ihth-iiekcelved
ptoFtureas related, to.. teachers ! perceptions of .Organizational;
mite mOre.:.,olOselY'than_eit,./Wk,spei0Onai-itit:ok::15440ediit;r0O.tkit
take pli344i,. *OA *ja011rilet,69,tsf4.'oiii 4,:pr40440904:0i-
maie may belziewd aii tilnc4o#.61:etie:int4rplO*6/14ehHi0*ciiOr's
personality and the struCtUre'af'ihe

. : .1111
.:-, t .; T t", " ;". ;; e-

The rests of thii--'stildr-sujipotteidzheAetieli.,;Giiba:':dboikitzStstem
'tTheory and extended the theory by operatiorialmng 'the riadothetic

cljmensj.on.as_oxgar4u4onal struc4ire.
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RobucIoNN'
_ ." .

Contemporary Western society is primarily an organizational society.1us hat we arelisaiii:-IiPorganitiiiiOnts,--sateated byorhizat16nS', work faebiganiz4iensibpend-''odtleiiiire-tiMe-in or-2
bukied by-in'Or4anization.

Our'Sbaiii'deiaend6.fieiviii-upod:Orginiiatiotis W.r.hemost rationaland iffiaieneheinS'Of'ddardihitifigliuman activities and.materialresources towards the achievalinVbfiSpetiffeloAliPUblicschoolsare no exception.
; 7 %:71

In reiiieiiing':the''ifteratUrei, one- filidii'!hiY,;dettitti:OVstudiesfregard-ing orzatióñs in tériñiöf --their-,Stiiictuieit-iiiand, considerableattention has been
(O'ciiiidAipciivhlimaitlbehaVfor-:;withimithe-,,settingof organizational structures. However, as Bidwell points out, thereis an obvLu 'i"the fie1 f eattaiiort-regardingzretearth rel;rlate& tOe structure it`of.schibaleAtnd- the'4-resu1ting

and the- professionalbehavior Stiff: 3 61'
7.M7,111filt

The purpose of this study was to investigate the structural proper-ties *of, elementary pfdisiirialitY` characteristics ofteacbet* and to deierininelWiikhei: or i0t:"theiittetacrtion' of thesetwo measures -fOA-eachik-s' perc'eptioh;'of the cOrgSniza-tional raithate.' cif'their":'reijigetiVre'rebhOcils:

Background of the Problem
, I

:

There y -no-Aecessi.ty or presen ng-.a -ease- -or considering
Iiiireatidtat-y is an.integral part of the anatomy of the organizational blitetliirit-Ofmost public schools, and these institutions, by design, are adoptingiis intezth.eitz'cittUdtitta-1740maint; whichealf:h7e iiiadflfaderitifielf

eitpirital.ly.a.'.1)As a
.

-- , ] ; ,
. . . . ; T'

, , . X L 4. 4 Z. 4 4... 4: . ,*1 '''t& iii6 thubi-The.Organitatiorial.SOCIety '(New. Yorke :.;;;Nrifirtage,;-#6aii! :1065) - f .2 ,

7, (3 V: %..." -' -: ',':[.:7:7 .-: . :.! :47, 2 ;Ift

;:' , .,-.1 ,'" " .r:.7; 7,0 ,,c :..
,:._ '.'"t::':' f.::.::.;.:4: fj:ls,It.... _:,...:,:-..i .1.. *-...1..i.;i:.*: Z _..:1.7, ;c:ir:i..,:2 A : ViifOtik, ileaLeLA-or a_r_a_.,c.xis,INtii- Jersec7:-,,=, gretitice-tHall,%rikar44641,174p1.4_l '4.:..1:-..s$1.6-.. )1... )

3 k

C. E. Bidwell, "The School as a Formal Organization," foundin J. G. Match, ed., Handbook of Organization (Chicago:
Rand McNally & Co., 1965).

3
r .
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point of departure, studente-iof--.9r9anizational theory generally
accept Weber's4 construct of the bureaucratic form which includes
the following characteristics:

. V. i" k ts"

1* aPeCifiCATIlerei'Of-MORP0449e*:7:-! . !NA, foCuies, Upon a,,pysir
tematic,4vision . of: labor.. which- afittin es ihe

-.I!-the_-_incumbent POtAP(1;09M-ankl3F904aa.-.tlie neoseiarz*OoFz
ity for .the
The ;.assign*ento. an 441PWItheRttci., a 9P9044ic. ro1e. is based
upon:. expertitm ,;,, 7 ; .4-

2. "A continuous organization of official functions bound by
rules Forntallyr.,estakaisried -.systepis:. of , !intl.,

l'lationst-governs-a34:91ficial, decisions.;and ific09-413,;4111or"1
ing_. uniformity,: anct .contimatty

:
-3: 2 organizatipn AMMO. f01,1Plfk

hierarchy; that.; iS,...,eacb loyor .4*-J112.4.1,41x-vt#0-.Pon44...
and supervision .of
ganization is held accountable for his 'action; ,and
responsible for the behavior of his subordinates.
,

rukep-.w14.ck ;AP441)-1OP cc:111.5111qt., Sgi,;',n Of. f f4 ;Pay '.1Ae-
oX:1:10.P.Pg ;Ai Oases, t4ei*;-,,aPplc7c,n.

cation is to be
necessary. It is tkiwAorraa/lx.quetha,inly. kerroAl

4 Weber's classic thibiliiiaybe- two-volumes: lc Weber,
IThe), eo 4....Thd-Economic tiomp...ns (Tranqlated.by

A. II. Henderson and T. Parsons, Glencoe, Illinois: The Free
19,47)1,4451 44.woltbaRp3. Elsa ,..(yrannlated Ly

--Garth* c.. s,New
*:. i .:"

:2 -: . 7)1,7; ;)a.' k .` ".C.;

.5, These-live: :characUrAtateitge,-Pg kur44,4PrACY
/interpret.d -by R Theory and Social truct ure

. (New York: . The Free Press of Glencoe, 1957) P. N. Blau, The
Dynamics of Bureaucracy in Modern Society oldtryormItandom-
HOUlfejj Blau,) e. nama.A.AsEt._.-:of ,Bu aticatare zi(Chfricagov
The University of Chicago Prose"; 1955)7 A. W. '05-4,14W,L.,
terns. of Industrial Bureaucracy (New York: The Free Press of
GIonooep.i1954) awlmore recantizigt:,441,-#14u, an R.
Formal Organizations (San FraarlaiiiCtiaridler7Ptibi;404ng, Soer,
1962).

6 Ibid. :c.,r 7.:

J; Tc Yz:

7 Ibid.



related to similar -concepts about -the :openness or ..closedness of an
individual's .personality. P28 He further hypothesizes that perhaps
the personality .characteristics of.teitcheFe predisposes them tq
the, modes of behavior that7cVaractlerxizeAlimate. Jacksott.
and Bidwell Investiga4d th*: pirgiOnailit*.e4;of teacher-trainees and
experienced- teachers and found -characteristics that- -seem to it the
cultural stereotype-of the teacher assexually impotent, obseqUiou.s,
externally patient/ painstakingly demanding and socially *iriept:??.
Halpin suggests that candidates who select a. teaching career-:: and
who reflect characteristics similar to.the.111P41..tYPes
Guba, Jackson and Bidwell :are -not..those who arEC:likely to facili7.4.-
tate- o-penness in the Organizational Climate Ofl their school..30

Statement of the Problem .

; .:;:
AlthOugh, considerable research, has been conducted in the inyestir
gation'tf -organizational str.ucture, personilitiv of::Organ4.7
zatiecarmembers, and organizational climate, little- attentiondaas
been `focused upon the interplay between- measures, of:Organizatieiial
structure and measures of teacher personality tits and, -more
particularly, little has been reported on the're'sti:iiAntitfact:_pf
th#.4gteraction between these two measures upon 'Orgaideatidna),
mate,..;Sinceithe introduction -of the OCDQ. in 1963, well over one
hundred -studies .were conducted, -attempting--0:1:ilate.:-orgaiii-iattonal
climate to formal -organizational variables.,[10O*1, variab10:.and
personality -Variables..L. However, this investigatOr:failed to 41:icover
studies which considered Organizational Climate within thician- fext
of simultaneously _existing, mutually interacting i;frariables..-:.: As:both
Argyris31 and -Falpin3; ~lave cautioned, when investigating :human: be-
havior in -organizations, the variables uncJer(stt.4y:da6!ftot e.xips as
neat, separate compartments. _Rather, they.are interictive,and,ust
be considered = simultaneously Argyrip contends that .'origenizktl.onal

.... :.
:.. - '-.-

28 A..144.. Halpin, Theory and Research din Administration (New Ytiik:
The Macmillan CO,. 1966) ; p.f13-3i, ''''

.29 S.- G:: Guba/ et al..., ."Occupational .Choice, and the . Teaching
---,1-;74:;:Carter;?:.P.duc t...m.,a1.26ailLReseaicietin,&38,- No6.1 (Januaiir;

1959), pp. Iz13.: , ::....%; -r.,. ,, -, %--

n- Argyris , 13700 *tibias in- Conceptuaiizi g' organizational

.

. ;..-.:. i ....-....
49 Halpin., :Theory Researais,..11...............Administration, pp... 234=236.

f- ---'-'- . .. t; .. :i.z.:,. , .." ''' .: ,
"31% '"'

Climate: A Case Study of*Wtank21.13:::5`§2.. ...-, r;
1e

.. .;:_7 '. I 1 ...a. ,. . , s 1. : ....I..

2. iffilPini :41617. and' Iteear.gi,in:14ninistration, p. 143.

; I.

-
l I.
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discretion of role incumbents.) a means measuring variations
within the structural dimension. Talcott: Parsons provides an
interesting conception, in the analysis of formal organizations
through the application of._p4. :oeneral.theoretical framework for
the study of.. social systems to, organizations.13 However, critics
of. the scheme charge. that his theoretical framework.is so abstract

. .

t.hAt it fails -to generate any workable propositions, Blau, :et al.,
analyzed:, the interrelations among. four structural attributes: og
bureaucracy: and., their implications for.organizational operations;
these were identified as (1) labor,. (2) professional-
ization, (3) hierarchy of authority, and (4) admin.istrative .stai-f
of clerks. 14 Golembiewski investigated the behavior patterns of
organizational- participants. within ai formal structure and presents
evidence :that supports; the growing contention; that traditional
"live-staff"i-,relations are increasingly inadequate in- contemporary

-organizations.,: 1.-as contention is similar to Bennis' who predicts
_the; demise of bureaucratic structure and foresees "Adaptive,lprob-
..-1.4sgt solving,: temporary systeme.of diverse specialists linked to-

- gether by co9rdinattng anck.tesk evaluating executive specialists
in,- en organic flux".", replacing present bureaucratic. systems,.
Hage1.6 and later, Hage and Aiken,17 in an attempt to:explore the
relationships between centralization and the dimensions of social
structurteik..inherent An, organizations have formRlated,several em
pirically,useful .concepts.of or,gcnizational..structures. .'Thkee,a
these .structura1 properties which are germane to} this_
olude formalization, .centralization and comuleiit.V,.. These. thiee-
variables are theoretically sound. in that they repreiter.t a unified
conceptionalization of the. more frequently _gisaussed structiir.e1:.,
characteristics of organizations as explicated by several ciaissi-
cal organizational theorists referenced earlier in the chapter.

13 T. Parsons, Structures and Process. in HodernS'ocieties (Glencoe,
Illinois.: _:The Free Press,. 1960) 19-96.

14 P. M. Blau, et al., "The Structure of Small. ifureauCiacies,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. 31 (FebruarY....1966).:.

.
.1. a

"The .Coming, Death of Bureaucrici.," ,Think..(NOyember-

. . .. -

December, 1966).

16 J. Hage, "An Axiomatic Theory of Organizations," Administrative
Science Quarterly, Vol. 10 (December, 1965).

17 J. Hage and N. Aiken, "Relationships of Centralization to Other
Structural Properties,' Adr. td.nistratIce uarter3. vol.
12 (June, 1967).

6
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A review of the organiz'ati6ilii Ate"Sign represented within typical

,public schools reflects a rapid growth of the structural charac-
teristics discussed above. Generalists in education, specifically
in the teacher core, are very much on the decline. The atomic age
has heralded an era of "knowledge explosion" contributing towards
increased demands upon public institutions to assure more diverse
and specialized functions which inevitably lead to a higher gen-
eral level of training and more Ccmplex.educational systems.

The degree of.specialization, the diversity of functions, and the
increased,skie of school systems have resulted in more highly
stratified levels of hierarchical control.l8 Organizational
charts:of typical systems reflect a chain of command defining
function, responsibility, and authority fore each succeeding super-
visory level. The trend has been 'an increase in administrative
stratification that is proportional to the expansion of education-
al facilities and services. The power distribution in terms of
the proportion of individuals who particinate in decision-making,
or the degree of latitude allowed in which decisions are made, has
become more centralized. Role specification or job definition is
generally more specific and standardized, and the range of varia-
tion or the degree of individual ditcretion allowed each role
incumbent has become limited and'cOnstrained. Thus, the bureau-
cratic characteristics of school-SyStems and the extensiveness
of their organizational structure:seems apparent.

Thq Problen of the Professional in the; tructural Dimension

.114S increasing numbers of professionals seek.- .careers in 'formal organ-

izations, social scientists are directingmore attentian'towards
examining the conflicts between the demands_ofibe orIanization and
those of professional standards. Blau and Scott19 identiTY three
basic differences which contribute to the griming conflict. First,
the professional is bound by professional ethics to represent the

:.interests of his clients rather than the organization; second, the
professional's authority, is rooted in his technical expertness
rather than on a legal contract backed bx formal sanctions; and
third, the professional's decisions are gOverned by internalized

-professional standards rather than compliance with directives
from superiors. Thpy indicate that "studies of Professionals or
semi-professionals in formal organizations have consistently found

...0.1111.0.:14...

18 H. J. Hartley, "Bureaucracy, Rationality, and Educational
Innovation?" The Clearing House, Vol. 40, Number 1 (September,

1965). pp-

19 Blau and Scott, Formal Organizations, pp. 24'4-i247.

7



that the conflict between bureaucratic and professional orientation

is a fundamental issue."" Willower refers to the growing litera-

ture on the emerging educational professionals which "highlights

the potential conflict between bureaucratic or organizational

demands on the one hand and professional ones on the other.'!21

Miller's study which investigated conflict between professionals
and their employing organizations found that alienation from work

is primarily "a consequence of the professional-bureaucratic di-

lemma . . ."22 Bidwell suggests that organizational structure of
schools may vary in accordance with the type of teacher recruited.

Systems which are highly bureaucratic and consequently lean heavily

upon "administration by rules" will alienate the professional-ori-

ented teacher who desires autonomy and collegial forms of control,,

whereas, the teacher whose professional orientation is weak is

more likely to respond favorably to an organizational structure

that administers by rules, defining the teacher's role inexplicit
terms. 23

The Problem of the Structure-Personality Dimension and
. Organizational Climate

The major thesis of this study proposed that organizational climate

was affected by the degree of conflict that develops when pexsonal-

ity characteristics of organizational members are not oangruent with

the demands and expectations of a particular organizational structure.

This approach is similar to Argyris' conceptualization of organiza-

tional climate in which he based his model upon a study of inter-

personal relations in a bank.24 He interrelated three systems of

variables: the formal struce.:s of the organization evidenced by

the rule', regulati=, procedures and policies; personality traits

of the organizational members reflecting their individual needs,

20 Ibid., p. 246.

21 D. Willaaer, "The School as.a Social System," Educational Admin-

istration Quarterly, Vol.- 1 (Autumn, 1065).

22
G. A. Miller, "Professionals in.pureauceacy:. Alienation Among

Industrial Scientists-and.Engineers" Aneriaan Sociological

Review, Vol. 31, No. 6.(December, 1966), pp. 775-768.

23 Bidwell, "The School as a Formal Organization."

24 C. Argyris, "Some Problems in Conceptualising Organizational

Climate: A Case Study of a Bank," Adniinistrative Science

guartetEE, Vol. 2 (June - March, 1957-58), pp. 501-520. J..
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values and abilities; and the-variables associated with theindi-
vidual's abilities to 'accommodate his ends with. those of the or
ganization: It was Argyris' contention that the interaction of
these three systems of variables provide a measure of organiza-
tional cliinate. Golebbiewski reflected a similar concern re-

.'garding the-neceisity for rb-search that analyzed organizations
by considering as many of the interacting variables as possible,
simultaneously. He criticizes the generally: accepted notion
that the. personality characteristics of organizational members
are hoinogeneous. "Men are not .homogeneous in critical senses;
the heterogeneity of individual personality characteristics
outstrips the capabilities of nomolithic structural arrange-
ments and managerial techniques generated by the traditional
theories of organization; and both individual and organization
pay a price when man is bent in ways he has not grown."25 Merton
expresses- similar concerns. Recognizing the trend. toward in-..
creasing bureaucratization in Western society,. he encourages
further empirical studies ofthe interaction of bureaucracy .and.

personality in order that we-may increase our understanding of
social strncture.

In' 1963, Halpin and Croft 'developed. the Organizational Climate
Descriptive questionnaire (hereinafter reported as the M).
Halpin's objective was to dimensionalize the behaviors of organ-
izational members which define., the' Organizational Climate of
elementary schools and he identified empirically six distinct
Organizational Climates. The siX:climates were arrayed along
a continuum defined as Open at one, end and Closed- at the other..
The Open Climate characterizes an.organi,zation that is "moving.'
Teachers obtain considerable- job satisfaction, work well to-

:. gether and accomplish their 'tasks. The Closed Climate is the.
converse of the open situation. Teachers obtain little satis-
faction to either task-achievement or social-needs, nor do they
work well together. Halpin suggests chat "the concept of open-
ness versus closedness in organisational climates directly

25 R.T. Golembiewski, "Personality and Organization Structure:
Staff Models and Behavioral patterns," Academy of Management
Journal, Vol. 9 (September, 1966).

26 R. K. Merton, "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality," found
in C. Kluckhohn, et, al., ed., Perionaka.........in2aturefSociett,
and Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), pp. 376-385.

27 A. W. Halpin and D. Croft, The Organizational Climate of
Schools (Chicago; Midwest Administration Center, University
of Chicago, 1963).
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related to similar concepts about the openness or closedness of an
individual's personality. "2$ He further hypothesizes that .perhaps
the personality characteristics of .teachers predisposes them to
the modes of behavior thae!criaractler:ize climate. Oka, Jacksob.
and Bidwell -investigated thi. perSOnlifitiee;.,of teacher-trainees and,
experienced teachers and found characteristics that seem to it thi
cultural stereotype of the teacher as sexually impotent, obsequious,
externally patient, painstakingly demanding and socially inept..??..-
Halpin suggests that candidates who select a teaching career:land
who reflect characteristics similar to.the medal. types found,-by.-,,,.t..
Guba, Jackson and Bidwell are not- -thos.0- wilco are` .likely to facilin:--
tate openness in the Organizational Climate oftheir schoo1s.0

.

Statement of the Problem . 2 .

;

AlthOugh.considerable research. has been conducted in the invOsti.
gation.dt organizational structure, personalitiv of'organk-
zatiOnaVmembers, and organizational climate, little attention: as
beanloctsed upon the interplay between meapiireS.ot:biganizeitilinal
structure and measures of teacher personality triits;- and, -more
particularly, little has been reported on the re-sUitant-effectLpf
the..41Ateraction between these two measures upon brganizAtidnal

Sinceithe introduction .of the OCDQ in 1963, well over one
iiunared studies were conducted, attempting40;;I:elite'oigauiliational
climate to formal organizational variablesc-infO*Luariabips.and
personality variables... However, this investigator,' failed tO;$03;icover
studies vihich considered Organizational Climate within the:.aonext
of simultaneously existing, mutually interacting variables :...-.: As: both

Argyris31 and -Falpin32 have .cautioned, when investigating .:human: be-

havior in -organizations, the variables under,stizdy -da'-ftot was.* as

neat, separate compartments. RAther,,they.are inteiactiveand:must
be considered simultaneously. Argyrip contends that)origaii24,tonal

rourramanor :..-...
28 A. -4;4. Halpin, eo and Research -in Adminisiration (New Vtr.tk:

The Macmillan Co., 1966), p.:-233., ,..
....... , .

..,29 l G. Guba,: et _al..., "Occupational Choice and .the.Teaching
.--'4.-:4';'Catter,':"....Edu tionai'R...m_j egeaidrBI .etiri,-.38, No. 1 (Januiify;

1959) , pp. rz13.: -"- ':',!....-..,, r.:.. ..

30 Halpin, :Dec2gw4f4....m4r4Lin

'Agyris,
Climate:

^J.

"144 iiob1ems in Conc,ept,u4iii.ng' Organizational
A Case Study of-430ank;" 1:0.1

..?

- : .N
' , - ...4 :; . . r

: i #19
and.. listayatot p. 143.
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structure and the 'behavior of the participants "both go hand in
hand" and should not be treated as separate entities.33

In this study, it is asserted that a teacher's perception of cli-
mate is a function of the degree of compatibility that exists- ..

between his own need dispositions and the role expectation speci-
fied, by the organization. If the teacher's personality is conr-
patible.With the role defined by the organization, the teacher
will perceive the climate as being open. Conversely, if the
teacher perceives the structural setting of the school as, con-

flicting with his own need disposition, he will perceive the
climate as closed.

Significance of the Study.:.

Halpin and Croft have provided social scientists with averyuse-
ful instrument that can contribute:significantly, towards, a better
understandinl'of teacher behavior:in. organizational settings- :

Their conceptualization of Organizational Climateand the result-
ing CCDQwhichthey developed tomesure the Organizational Cli-
mate of elemehtary schools has generated hundreds of subsequent-
studies'in which researchers have sought to identify the host of..
variables related to Climate.

.

This particular study attempts to add to the understanding of the
concept of climate. The major theoretical assumptions underlying
this concept--in terms of the general factc:s comprising this.. .:.-

domain--were accepted. However, this investigation provided
evidence which suggested that climate cannot best be dese..ribed in
terms of the "main effects" of the variables associated with the
three general factors (Social Needs, Esprit, and Social Control)
identified by Halpin and Croft.

Rather, the results of this study indicated that an "interaction
effect" is observable among the variables concerned and the inter-
action among the variables is more closely related to the ciiwate
phenomenon than the main effects of the sets of variables, taken
separately. This being the case, serious questions can be raised
regarding Halpin and Croft's definitions of the types of Organiza-
tional Climates measured by the OCDQ. For example, the Open Cli-
mate is described in terms which connote characteristics indica-
tive of a healthy organizational setting. This definition is not
supported by the findings of this study. According to the evidence
presented in subsequent chapters, the argument can be made that Or-
ganizational Climate, as measured by the OCDQ, describes the resul-
tant behavior of organizational participants on the basis of the

33 C. Argyris, Interpersonal Competence and Organizational Effec-
tiveness (Homewood, Illinois: Richard 0. Irwin, Inc., 1962).
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degree of compatibility that exists between an individual's needs

disposition and the organizational structure within which these needs

are met--or not met. These findings are discussed in greater detail

in the iollowing chapters.

An increased understanding of teacher behavior in an 'organizational

setting is necessary, especially if educators are to bring about

necessary improVements in public education. This consideration is

especially gerlane in ap era that is witnessing major change's in

the structure of educational organizations in order to accommodate

an emerging professional body of men and women who are assuming more

diverse ana specialized functions. Educators entertaining the adop-

tion of innovative practices, i.e., task force techniques, computer-

ized modular programs, team teaching, and so forth, which invariably

--ft-eat changes in the existing structure of schools, cannot ignore

the retuning interaction between the structure of the organization

and 'the'need dispositions of teachers who must function within the

organizational setting. Also, considerable concern has 'been voiced

among many educathis and se:dal scientists as well, regarding the

anticipated incompatibility between an emerging professional body

that must function in a highly formullstic institutional setting.

The success or failure of any educational program, be it innovative

or conventional, may be greatly dependent upon the-degree of compat-

ibility that exists between the organizational structure and teacher

personality traits. A greater understanding of this relatiouthip

also has implications that bear upon the recruitment, -Selection and

training of teachers who must function within specified structural

settings.

;
*IPS sw.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH

Organizational Climate

In his review of modern organizations, Etzioni describes human be-

havior in organizational settings within the context of three

distinct traditions. The first of these traditions is the "Class-

ical" or "Scientific Management" approach.34 Organizational

theorists embracing this approach viewed the organizational par-

ticipant as an individual who was motivated primarily by economic

rewards and if these rewards were closely related to his work

eftOrt, he would respand.to organizational demands to the limit

of his potential. Within .the, industrial setting, the organiza-

tional participant was received_asenothing more than an extension

of the machine. His organizational role was clearly defined:in a

formal setei.ng which was characterized by a hierarchy of control

and a well established division,of labor. According to Etzioni,35

the "Classical" or "Scientific Management" 'approach is best nresent-

ed in the works of Gulick and Urwick,36 and Fredrick Taylor.37.

Following the Classical Theory and, in part, as a reaction to the

school of Scientific Management, ,the HumanRelations-,approach,gain-

ed prominende.--itheorists-shifted their emphasia from the.formal

structure of'Organizations-and focused their attention upon the

individual. The concept of an informal organization emerged and

emphasis centered upon the needs or organizational members: hat

went beyond econbMic rewards. Several classic studies conducted

by social scientists resulted in findings which contributed to-

wards the';.riew that the organizational Member is also motivated

by non7etokomic rewards;38 and social capacity;39 and that the

reiiondsio the formal structure as a member of a group rather

34 A. Etzioni, LlioarlomasLEAtiellE (New Jersey: Prentice Hall,

Inc., 1964).

35 Ibid.;

36 L. Gulick and L. Urwick, Evers on the Science r.d Admiristrptilv

(New York: Institute of Public Administration, Columbia Univer-

sity, 1937).

F. ~ W.. Taylor, Scientific Manaaement (New York: Harper, '1911).

38 c. J. Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, Management and the

WoPINO11rker
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1939).

39 Ibid.
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than as an individual. 40 The rationality of an organization was
directly related to the degree that the personal needs of the or-
ganizational member were compatible with the role expectations
defined by the formal structure.

.
These two concepts which.evolved frOm the "Classical" and "Human.
Relations" schools of ought were diametrically opposed in terms
of their view of human behavior in an organizational setting. The
school of "Scientific Aanagement" proposed that an individual would
derive the greatest satisfaction in an organization that was most
efficient and economically rewarding whereas the "Human Relations"
approach proposed that the most efficient organizatior would re-
sult when organizational structure was related to the social needs
of its members. These two schools of thought represented both
extremes in the arc of a pendulum. Although both recognized the
need for balance between the formal organization and the needs of
the organizational members, one focused attention primarily upon
formal structure as the means for achieving compatibility by assum-
ing that man was foremost concerned with economic benefits, and
the other focused upon the informal organization contending that
satisfying interpersonal relationships would effect the desired
balance.

Critics of these two approaches suggested that neither provided a
complete view of an' organization. Etzioni identifies the tradition
which emerged as the "Structuralist Tradition" and their approach
is,primarilltia'synthesiS of the "Classical" and "Human Relations"
approaches.7 Accordin4 to Etzioni, the structuralists were the
first to fully reCogniie the organizational deleinma:

.
The inevitable strains--which can be 'reduced
but not eliminated--between organizational
needs and personal needs; between rationality
and non-rationality; betweendisCiplir.J and
autonomy; between formal and informal relations;

'between management and workers; or, nora:gener-
ically, between ranks and divisions.42

The structurilisiere moe.:11obal their..4asgasntent of human
behavior in-organitations. They provide a'raor4 c6raralt0 view where-
in the organization is seen as a complex social organization in

40 K. Lewin, GroupDecision and Social Change," found in G. E.
eSwanson, et al, ±.0.22.1Ra.sirlolo; (New York

Hr `'t, 1952). . . ,

41 Etzioni, IWIEA01021
42

Ibid., p. 41.
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which many groups, interact. The organizational behavior of a part-
icipant then, is the end product of a complex system of "simulta-
neously existing, multilevel, mutually interacting variables."'"
The observed behavior reflects the degree to, which the individual 1-
is able to adjust to the conflict that exists'between-formal and
informal relations, subordinate and,superOrdinate, organizational
needs and personal nseds,-rationality and non-rationality, disCi-
pline and autonsmuyi. anti ranks and divisions. Argyris defines this
level of analysis of organizational behavior as reflecting the or-
ganizational climate of an organization.44 His conceptualization
of climate is that organizational behavior can be defined on the
basis of the ability of an individual to accommodate to the organ-*-
ization in terms of considering the interrelationships occurring
among the dimensions of formal organizational structures, person-
ality factors of the individuar.toncerned and the informal vari-
ables related to the participants' attempts to adapt to the formal
organization. This conceptualizationIS similar to Lonsdale's who
defines organizational climate as "the global'assessment of the
interaction between the task-achievement dimension and the needs-
satisfaction dimension within the organization, ors.in other words,
of the extent of the task-needs integration."45 .

Halpin and Croft "mapped" the domain of., organizational climate
empirically and identified and described its dimensions.46 This
was accomplished by an analysis of the climate:f seventY.won
elementary schools selected from six different regions in.ihe
United States. The teachers and principals of these schools :-
responded to a sixty-four item questionnaire and the item responses
were assigned to eight subtests which were then delim,.:Ited by
factor-analytic methods..'Pour of the subtestspertained to behav-
ioral characteristics of the faculty group as a group and the re-'
maining four to the behavioral characteristics of the principal as ,

a leader. From these scores a profile was constructed for each
Inarsegrabamemo.

.:,

43
C. Argyris, "Some Problems in Conceptualizing Organizational
Climate: A Case Study of a Banks Administrative Science
Quarterly, Vol. 2 (June-March, 1957-58), p. 501.

44 Ibid. ppr 502-503.

45 R. C. Lonsdale, "Niaintainini-she Organization in Dynamid
Equilibrium" found in D. Griffiths, ed., Behavioral Science

Edueti:onal 63rd Yearbook of the NSSE,
Part II (Chicago: University 'Of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 166.

k

46 A. W. Halpin, 17312M.EDLEMAE91141.251MLakEtEaggl (New York=
The Macmillan Co., 1966).
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school pLcting the .fir:tio011s Organizational' -Climate.

Halpin attributes the major impetus. for this.'research to his 'aware-
nest of differences among Schools and he describes this awareness
in terms- of a "feel. "47 VisitOis to Eachocas are 'able to sense. the
climate of a sch"Ool on the basii of tliefr. perceptions of the behav-
ior of the 'staf. rn some schools, the staff appears to be plithu-
.siastic, .confident and purposeful while in others they appear to
b"ggin4;through the motions." Each school appears to have a per-
.soniiiity of its own. This observation -led to the research Which
fticitsed upon Organizational Climate as a discrete and legitimate

'tsliksial 'of analysis. having different properties from the formal, the
peeibilality, and the informal levels of analyzing. k gani .

-Fbr the purpose of this study, Wiggins' definition of the concept
of organizational climate is most adequate'. He states that:'.

Conceptually, organizational climate is
that state of the 'organization which re-

,

- suits- frcm the interaction -that takes
place between organizational function-
aries as they fulfill their prtAcribed
roles while satisfying their individual
.nPeds.48

In this study the organizational fUnctionary is the elementary
teacher and dr': ocm49 will be used to describe the organizational
behavior of elementary teachers;

,
. .

Structural Properties
S ... . -

-,
.

- 4indiat'ed earlier -in -the Introduction, Schools are complex social
organizations' 6thitirised of persons in interaction who perform a Tim-
ber of differ t...- ; functions in a formal setting and structural char-
acteristics inherent: in formal organizations are identifiable in the
otganiiational design of schools. The :literature abounds...with re-
search finclibggjiad:upon.'meaeures of'. structural charactertitics
of organizationd-defived from' theoretical constructs of organizational

47 Ibid., p. 131.
to,

46 Leidershi .Behavior Cha Etataiia
Principals 4andfiational .Climatey (Unpublished dissertations
Claremont draduate Soo1, 1968)4 p. 20.

..
49 1. Craft, 'The Or az.. of Schools

(Chicago Midwest Administration Center, University of Chicago,
1963).
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theorists who have investigated the structural properties of .formal
organizations other than schools. However relatively little is
reported regarding research related to organizational structure of
schools.- Aoeller,50 in investitjatinT the organizational complexity

i of schools and,its human: antecedents, focused upon the concept of

bureaucracy as a means for identifying a number of interrelated
-organizational dimensions which might be found in schools in com-
pany with various resulting effects upon teachers. :n his search

of the literature, he failed to discover a suitable measure of
bureaucratization that, could be applied: to schools and found it
necessary to construct an instrument based upon the .Weberian model

of bureaucratic organization. His findings indicated that teachers'
sense of power was not diminished in highly bureaucratic settings,

but rather was heightened because of the rationality. and predict-
.ability,of bureaucratic systems., Hartley, 51. in investigating .the

teachers! perceptions - of the degree of bureaucrat.A.zation-of their
schools.found that.these perceptions did not serve as predictors
of teacher satisfaction, effectiveness, or conformity. Bishop52

investigated the relationship between the bureaucratic structure
of schools and adoption of educational innovation and the findings
indicated a direct relationship between the degree of bureaucracy
and the extent to which innovative practices were adopted.

The relatively few studies which were conducted in educational or-
ganizations viewed structural properties primarily within the con-
text of variations of the Weberian concept of bureaucracy, stressing
the structural elements and focusing on very:narrow segments of ex-
perience. As Wiilower53 cautions: when the.organizaticnal 'structure
of schools is investigated in terms of the bureaucratic model, mit-
igating factors are often ignored. He offers the example that in
comparative studies, the larger school may tend to be more bureau-
cratic and for a variety of reasons, more likely to be staffed by

50 G. H. Moeller, "Bureaucracy and Teachers' Sense of Power," The
School Review, Vol. 72, No. 2 (Summer, 1964), pp. 137 -157.

51 H. J. Hartley, "Bureau2racy. and Local-Cosmopolitan Orientation
Examined with Selected Criterion Variables," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Pennsylvania State University,' 1964).

52 L. K. Bishopi,.Bureaucracy and the Adoption of Educatidnal
Innovation" (Unpublished dissertation, Claremont Graduate
School, 1966).

53 D. J. WillOwerl "Hypotheses onAhe School as.:a Social .System,"
Educational Administration u, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Autumn,.
1965), pp. 40-51.
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better trained administrators and teachers. Such personnel may
function to compensate for the negative consequences of certain
dysfunctional aspects -of a bureaucratiied organization. There-
fore, Willower suggests that in the investigation-of a 'dimension
of an Organization, the researcher should'concern himself with as
many factors as possible which may be.related to the' dimension
under study such as personality faaors and other unique -environ-
mental factors.

Similar criticisms have been voiced by a growing number'of social
scientists concerning the use of the Weberian Bureaucratic Model
as a.cOnceptual' tool for organiiational analysis. Several recog-
nized organizational theorists point out. that the Weberian con-
struct requires modification' because of its inability to ration-
ally conceptualize complex organizational phenomena. This imper-
-faction in the model reduces its usefulneis in that it fails to
recognize the internal stresses and strains within the formal
setting. 14erton54 discusses these imperfections in terms of
Veblen'd concept of "trained incapacity," Dewey's concerns with
"occupational psychosis," and Warnotte's view of "professional
deformation:" These three notions concern themselves with the
inadequacy of formal structures to provide for flexibility. Or-
ganizational participants who are trained to develop and apply
specific skills-demanded by jOb'specificatiOns.adopt measures in
keeping .With their past training and 'as a result, under"Changed
conditiOni requiring different actions, they fail to respond appro-
priately:55 A conditioning effect occurs, reducing the ability of
one individual to remain flexible. Merton criticizes theAtberian
model.forits almost exclusive emghasis upon what the bureaucratic
structure achieves in terms of precision, reliability and efficiency.
postulating-that the same structure should be examihed'froi the per-
spective .otorganizational ambiValtace. .Etzioni56 raises questions
regarding the inadequacies of.the-Weberian concepts of power* sanc-
tions, legitimation and rationality. He suggests that the most im-
ipartant structural dilemma is the strain'imposed upon an organization
by the use of knowledge and increw!ed degrees of professionalization
and it is in this respect that the traditional concept of bureaucratic
structure is least adequate in its accommodation. Similar concerns

45 K. Merton, "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality," found in
A. Etiionil.ed., Complex Organizations: "A Sociological Reader
(New .York: Holt, Rinehart and-Winston, *1961)-.,. pp. 48-61.

55
For additional discussion on these concepts, peo Kw Burke, Per-
isatastAnnasbalt (New York: New Republic, 1935) .

56 Etzioni, Modern Organizations:

. r
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are raised by Blau and Scott,57 Bidwel1,58 and Willower59 among
others. Although Blau tends to support the 4eberian m*. el inwhis
earlier works, he has challenged the concept of the rational,an-.
partial adherence to rules and regulations imposed by bureaucratic-
theory and offers the concept of arsteiclwienc.b° He indicates =..

that superordinates who overlook minor infractions of some of
rules and regulations governing subordinate behavior enhanced the
rapport between superordinateb.and subordinatesand this approach.
may prove useful at a later date when demands for more rigid con--!,:-
trol are placed upon a subordinate for the achievement of a speci
fic organizational goal. Bureaucratic dysfunctionalism has also
been discussed by Gouldner6i and Selznick62 in terms of unantici--
pated consequences.

As discussed earlier in the Introduction, more recent studentsof
organizational phenmena have modified the :,,Fberian construct in
order to distinguish structural properties within complex organi-
zations with more empirical clarity. .'Hage, 3 and later Rage and
Aiken," formulatedseveral useful coftcepts that are germane to
the study undertaken by this investigation. Drawing upon the

57 P. M. Blau 'and R. Scott, Formal Organization .(San Frati4-
cisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1962).

58 uC. L. Bidwell, "The School as a Formal OrganizationZ found
in J. G. :larch, ed., Handbook of Organizations (Chicago:..
Rand AcWally & Co., 1965).

59 Willower, "Hypotheses on the School as a Social - System."

60 P. A. Blau, The Dynamics of Bureaucracy. (Chicago, Illinois:
The University of Chicago Press, 1955),'p. 70-4;

61
J. G. larch and H. A. Simon, Organizations (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1963), pp. 40-47.

62 Ibid.

63
J. Hage, "An Axiomatic Theory of Orgarii2ationsti!-Administrative,.
Science Quarter Vol. 10 (December,:1965)-,10p:-289-320. . .

64
J. Hage and Ai. Aiken, "Relationship of Centralization tO.Pther.....
Structural Properties," Administrative Science luarterly, Vol.
12 (December, 1965), pp. 72-92. .

: f.
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theoretical writings of Weber, Barnard and Thompson, 65 page deyeloped
an axiomatic theory of ortanizations based upon formal characteris-
tics of organizations. The rationale for limiting his theory to
formal characteri'stics:was described in terms of the following ad-
vantages:

1 Formal characteristics can both differentiate between organi-
zations with similar objectives and also:indicate similarities
between organizations with. different objectives.

.

2. Formal characteristics are. not time specific or culturally
bounded.

3. Formal characteristics are useful in studying organizational
evolution because they are independent;, of time and culture.

Hage identifies four distinct properties which are major-character-
istics of formal organizations that are theoretically justifiable.
These are as follows:

1. Formalization - This property refers to the degree of standard-
ization in an organization and the extensiveness of the_formal
rules and regulations.

2. Centralization - This property is defined by the decision-making
dimension or the hierarchy of-authority.

3. Complexity,- This property is identified by the occupational
specialties included in an organization, the length of train-
ing required and the extensiveness of professional involvement.

4. Stratification - This property refAects the status system of
the organization in terms of the difference in rewards.

Rage's conceptualization draws-beeVilk:upOri the Weberian model Of
bureaucracy. The very essence'of the model specifies a hierarchy
of authority and clearly defined rules and regulations governing
the formal duties of the organizational participants. Also, Weber's
concept of a bureaucratic career.is.basedupon specialized training,
technical valifications ind:proniotionS relative to seniority and
achievement. .These concepte are all evidenced in Hage's four major

.

.

11,

65 The specif# works ware: Weber;-hi,ifieorz and Economic Or-
ganization, translated by T. Parsons and M. Henderson (Glemos,
Illinois: The Free Press, 1947); C. Barnard, "Functions and
Pathology of Status Systems in Formal Organizations," in W. F.
Whyte, ed., Industaand Society (New York: McGraw Hill, 1964);
and V. Thompson, Modern Organization (New York: Alfred Knopf,
1961).



characteristics. Have suggestS,that these four. characteristics -

are eppiTipalWusefulin studying the ..functional strains in an

organi%ation as discussed in the writings of Parsons, Bales and
their associates66or the concept.of organizational dilemma as
described by Blau and Scott:67 The inclusion of decision-making
is supported by,Crofiees view in which he states that the key
to organizational. analysis is.the study of.the distribution of.

Rower and:this
"
is evidenced in the decision-making dimension of

'organizations. Barnard, 69 Blau and Scott,.7P Thompson
cribe the importance of the status system in terms of its.effect
upOn the adaptivynessofan organiz4ti73onc,and the morale of. the

participants. Gouldner," Thompson, .Blau and Scott74 raise

the question of functional strain towards autonomy as the com-
pleXity of an organization increases.

1 .

Therefore, the formal characteristics of organizations expli-
cated by Hage represent a unified conceptualization ..of the more
frequently discussed.structural characteristics oforganizations.
Since schools are formal organizations reflecting the character-
istics of formalization, centralization and complexity, these
concepts will be used in thisstudy.

The usefulness of the concepts of formalization, centralization
and complexity in an empirical study of organizational structure

MINNIMEN=111.11.

66 T. Parsons, R. Bales, and E. Shils, Dorking12VMLitiat
Theory of Action (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1958).

67 Blau and Scott, Formal Organizations,v:

68 M. Crozier, The Bureaucratic-Phenomenon (Stanford:. Stanford

University, 1963).
g . .

7

69 Barnard, "Functions and Pathology of Status Systems in Formal

Organizations."
.

70'. Blau and Scott, Formal Organizations. -

71
IThowson, Modern Organization.

.

. ,
.

72 ..A.Gouldner,."Organizational Analyiis;"'7'in R.IC:.Merton;

Brown,
,

L. -and.L. S. Cottnellv Sociology Today, (New York:...;,-.
.

Basic Books, 1959).

73 ThompqonA Modern Organization.
. . .:.

74 Blau and Scott, Formal Organizations.
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was demonstrated by 'Hags and Aiken75 in their investigation of cen-
tralizatiOn and its relaitionehip to complexity and formalization.'

Thee Theoretical Framework arid. hypothesis
. .;

The theOreticel frainework to bLused in this investigation was
formulated by detieis .and Guba:°- The -Model was formulated on the
basis or three. criteria: 01. it was to provide a set of integrated
concepts and relations Capable' of answering and posing questions re?.
lated to adiinistration-? (2') the conceits involved were to be oper-
ational; and (3) the model was to:be parsimOnious. Getzelt and Cuban'
describe their social sykitems: model 'as folloWs:-

We conceive of the social system -as involving
two classes of phenomena, which are at once
conceptually -independent and phenominally in-
teractive. ..:thece are firkit the institutions
with certain roles and expectations that-will
fulfill the. goals of' the' System. n And there
are se, and the individuals with certain per-
sonali4es and need-dispositions inhabiting
the system, whose observed interactions com-
pose what we generally' call "social behavior.v.
We -shall assert that: thiti social behavior may
be understood as a function of these major.
elements: institution, role, and expectation
which together constitute what we shall call
the nomothetic or niiriativeAimeni3ion of .ac-
tivity in a social system; and individual,
personality, and neededisposition, which- to
gether constitute the idiographic or personal
dimensiOn of aotivitY.in a social.sy.stem.73

This model is represented pictorially as indicated in figure 1.

75 Hags and Aiken, "Relationship of Centralization to Other Struc-
tural Properties."

76 J. W. Getzels and E. G. Guba, "Sociai tehaiior. aiiidthe Adminis-
trative Process," School Review, Number. 55, (Winter, 1957), pp..
423-441. .Getzels: :Guba 'theo-
retical writings asf.hitiring Infliiinced =their. formtTlation:

77 J. W. Getzels, "Administration as a Social Process," found in
A. W. Halpin, ed. Administrative Education (Ni.
York: Macmillan Co., 1967) p. 152.
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Nomothetic Dimension

Institution ----.=' Role --- Role Expectations -.....

.

/

Social 1 .. I

1'
! i

II
Observed

i

System
1 ) !

1

. 1.;):.
1 i

Behavior.

....- ''....., ! , ! i .

...-7.'....

Individual -------"'," Personality .--;' Need Disposition .-'

Idiographic Dimension

Jigure 1 - General model showing the nomothetic and idiographic di-
mensions of social behavior.

Getzels defines the elements comprising the model as: . ,

1. Institutions - agencies established to carry out imperative
functions that have come in time to be routinized such as -
governing, policing anl educating:

2. Roles - the most important analytic subunit o the institu-.-
tion; the positions, offices and statuses which define the,
behavior of the role incumbent.-

:

3. Role expectations - normative obligations and responsibilities
which, when put into effect, result in the role incumbentper-
forming his role.

4. Roles are interdependent in that each role derives its meaning
from its relation to another.79

Thus, the normative dimension is described as an institution estab-
lished to perform specific functions and it is structured, defining
the role it expects its incumbents to assume in order for the in-

:--stitution to achieve its purposes. This dimension represents the
-:sociological level of analysis. However;'the institutionalAimen-

,. .-.sion is inhabitedy.4divid!ials assumingkolesand
reacting to

expectations thus reqUiring.4 peychologital level analysis 4-
In describing the idiOgitiphieor individual'amenSion4.-)GetzelV:
defines the elements in this level of analysis as:

. 78 rbid., P. 156,:.
: -) .
r . :

79 Ibid., pp. 152-154:-
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1. Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual
of those need-dispositions that govern his unique reactions to
the expectations in the environment.

Need-dispositions are the central analytic elements of person-
ality which, following Parsons and Shils are individual, ten-
dencies to orient and act with respect to objects in certain
manners andcto expect certain consequences from these actions.'

Thus, the elements comprising the social systems model have been de-
fined by Getzels and Guba in terms:of its institutions, and the in-
stitution by its roles arid each role by its expectations. In the
.idiographiodimension,:each element again serves as the analytic
unit for the preceding element. Within the framework of the model,
the behavior of an individual (with certain need-dispositions that
are determined by his personality make-up) attempting to cope with
environmental expectations' that are structured by the institution,
is.noted.:

.

Getzels and Guba express this relationship in equation form:
B = f (R x P), where B is the observed behavior, R is a given insti-
tutionakrole defined;by the expectations attached to it, and P is
the per

81
sanalitrof the tole incumbent defined by his need-disposi-

tion. Observed behavior, then, is described as a function of the
interaction that takes place between the personality of an individual

theroleybich he is.expected to inhabit, as defined by the in-
-stitution. . .

Relevance of the Social Systems Lew 4odel

The major theoretical assumption underlying this study is that the
climate of an organization as perceived by teachers is directly re-
lated to..the.slegree_of_compatibility that exists between_the struc-

.. tural properties of an organization and the personality traits of
an individual. This -asiumptiOn is based on the observation. that
an individuil!s personality, as indicated in specific behavtoial
responses to given needdispoSitions, and the role expectations of
the..organization.as,defined by the structural- propeitieer.Of the or-
gan zation,,are,.independent and phenomenally interactive &mansions.
This assumption is .to the :contentions au ported: 'Getzels.
and Cuba.

Organizational climate as conceptualized by Halpinflionsdale and
Argyris similarly define the organizational behavior of organiza-
tional members in terms of personalities interacting within an or-
ganizational setting. Similarly, the structural characteristics

80 Ibid., pp. 154-155.

81 Ibid., P. l'7.
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in formal organizations define the roles individuals are expected

to perform, thus describing the institutional or nomothetic dimen-

sion.

By modifying the-Getzeis-Guba Model of social behavior and inter-

changing organizational climate for observed behaviorAand struc-

tural properties for institutional rOlif,"the interaction process

among the variables concerned with this study may be expressed as

C = f (S x P). As an interaction model, this indicates that the

organizational climate (C) within a school can be defined as a

function (f) of the interaction that occurs between the role ex-

pectations inherent in the structural property's of the organiza-

tion (S) and certain personality factors of au,Anizational members

(P). Thus, the individual's perception of the climate of the or-

ganization in which he functions is influenced by the degree to

which his personality traits are compatible with the institutional

role. Consequently, it is predicted that:

Hypothesis: The-organizational climate of
elementary schodlsas perceived by teacher6
is a function of the interaction that ocCurs....

between the teachers' perception of the.or--
ganization's structural-properties and cer-,
tain personality characteristics of teachers...

summary

In this section the concept of organizational climate as a .distinct

and unique level of analysiswas presenteCand disOUssea. This con-

'i-;cept was defined in terms of organizational behavior that reflected

ability of individuals to accommodateO the Organization. This

'accommodation considered the interrelatiOnships resulting among the

':: dimensions of formal organizational.Structurei and the personality

factors of the individuals inhabiting.the organization.. .The formal

characteristics of organizations were discussed and concepts of or-

ganizational structure to be used'iri this study were presented.

-Gitzels' and Guba's Social: Systems Model was presented as the theo-

retical framework which will guide this research. The theoretical

framework analyzes behavior in terms of the interaction that occurs

between two independent and-interacflyr iinpnsiOni... The major hypo-

thesis developed from the-theoretidaT formulation .

i-blhe.hext steps involved empirical operations desigfied to provide a

test of the hypothesis.

4 ", "
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RESEARCH DESIGN'AND MEASUREMENT

Restatement of the Problem and the Hypothesis

The present research was proposed as an initial empirical investi-
gation into the relationships: between structural property and per-
sonality variables, and more particularly, their effect upon the
organizational climate of the school. :Specifically, this research
investigated the relationship within public schools between_organ--
izational structure and teacher personality traits,and how the
resulting ,interaction between -these two. factors affected the or-

ganizationirClimate of the school.

By modifying slightly the Getzels'model of. social behavior,82 the

-interaction process between these variables may be expressed as

C - f (S x P). As an interaction model., this equation indicates
that the organizationalclimate (C) within a school can be defined

as a function (f) of the interaction between the demands of the

structural prqpirties of the organization (S) and certain char-
acteristics or personality factors :(P) of organizational membert.

Thus/ the type of organizational climate_ perceived is directiy re-

lated. to the degree, of con atibiAity found in: he organization be-

tween its structural properties and the individual personality

traits of the organizational members. A desirable climate will
be perceived by the individual member when a high degree of con-
gruence is present in the interactions between the demands of the

structural prOperties of the luvanization and the personal, need-
dispositions of tie. participant. ,COnversely, when .the individual
personality is not compatible with the demands of the.structural
characteriatics of the organization,-the climate as perceived by
the individual will not,he considered desirable. A.similar cond. -

tention is supported by Getiels' social sYstem;theorel which de-
fines. behavior in terms.of the interaction which takes olace be-

tween the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions of-the system.'
The individual functioning in a Social :system must contend with
the role expectations a defined by the.institution, and he must

satisfy hib own needs which relate-to,his personality.

The resultant organizatiOfial behavibi.ofthe individual is affect-

ed by the degree of congruency existing between the nomothetic di-

mension (structural limensiOn);and the,:idiographic dimension (per-

sonal needs). The relationship between OrgAnizational behavior,

82 J. W. Getzels, "Administration as a Social Process," found in

A. W. Halpin, ed., Administrative Theory in Education (New York:

The Macmillan Co., 1967), pp. 150-165.

63 Ibid.
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personality and organiza4Onal structure will be tested through the
following; hypothesis:

. .

The organizational.61imate of elementary schools
as perceived by teachers is a function of the

. . 'interaction that occurg between the teachers'
-perception of the Orgihization's.structural
properties. nd certain personality characteris-
tics of teachers.

". .

For .the purpose of this study, organizational climate was defined
asAhe.orgapizational behavior, as perceived by teachers which re-
sults from the interaction that takes place between organizational
functionaries as they fulfill their prescribed institutional role
while satisfying their individual needs.

The Instruments
, *a.

.::The Organizational Climate Description QuestionnaireJOCDQ)

In 1963, Andrew W. Halpin and Donald Croft developed the'M which
purports to identify eight distinct dimensions of organizational
behaviorof elementary teachers. 84 The major analysis in the con-
struction of his instrument was accomplished with data secured from
4151 elementary teachers in a total of 71 elementary schools. By
factor analysis, Halpin and. Croft identified the eight34etravioral

.2. dimensions of Organizational Climate. SixtrfoUe.LikkirtstYpe items
loaded on. the eight dimensions concePtualf.zed4by.theAnvest-

igators were assigned to eight corresponding subtestb. The first
four subtests refer primarily to the behavior of teachers;.. the
.second four to the behavior of the principal. Halpin's definitions
of these dimensions are as follows:

Teachers' Behavior

Z. Disengagement refers to the teachers' tendency to be .'not with
it.";: This dimension.deicribes a group which is "going through
the motions," ,a_groupl,that..is. "not in gear" with respect to
the task at hand. it'CorretpondS to'the more general' concept
of anomic as first described by. Durkheim. In short, this sub -

test focuses upon,th4 behavlor in a task- oriented
situation.

*!.

_._...___
84 A. W. Halpin and Croft, The Organizational Climate of

Schooli-(U: Officii-i3.kdOition, Department Of Health,
Education, and Welfare; COnttatt 'go. SAE 543 (S639)4;1963).
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2. Hindrance refers to the teachers' feeling that the principal
burdens them with routine duties, committee demands, and other
requirements which the teachers construe as unnecessary busy-
work. The teachers perceive that the principal is hindering'"
rather than ficilitating their work..-

3. Esprit refers to "morale." The teadhers feel that their social
needs are being satisfied-, and that they are, at the same time,
enjoying a sense of accomplishment in their job.

4. Intimacy refers to the teachers' enjoyment of friendly ;social
relations with each other. This dimension describes a 'Social-
needs Satisfaction which is not necessarily associated with
task-accomplishment.

Principal's Behavior

1. Aloofness refers to behavior by the principal which is character-
ized as formal and impersonal.' He "goes by the book" and prefers
to be guided by rules and policies rather than to deal with the
teachers in an informal, face-to-face' situation. His behavior,
in brief, is universalistic rather than particulariStic; nomothe-
tic rather than idiosyncratic. To maintain thi3 style, he keeps
himself-4t least, "emotionally"--at a distance from his staff.

Production Emphasis refers to behavior by the principal whiCh is
characterized by close supervision of the staff. He is highly
directive, and plays the rola of a "straw boss." His communica-
tion tends to go in only one direction, and he.is'not sensitive
to feedback from the'staff.

3. Thrust refers to behavior by the principal whichis characterized
by his evident effort in trying to "move the ceganization."
"Thrust" behavior is marked not by. close supervision, but by the'
principal's attempt to motivate the teachers through the example
which he personally sets: Apparently, because he does not ask
the teachers to' give of themselves any more thanghe willingly
gives of himself, his behtiviorr though.starkly.taSk-oriented,
JO nonetheless vieWed.favorably by the 4,94ers..--

4. Consideration refers to behavior by the principal which is char-
acterized by an inclination to treat,the teachers'"humanly,Lto
try to do a little something extraor them in human terms."

85 A. W. Halpin, Theo and Researchain (New York:..
Macmillan Co. , 1966) pp...150-151.
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For each of the 71 schools, a profile of the eight.subtests was
constructedr using raw scores that ware standardized normatively

and ipsatively. The O technique of factor analysis was. applied
to the 71 profiles, resulting in six major patterns of factor

loadings. A mean-profile was next cJmputed for those profiles
within the set which were distinguished by a high loading on
only one of the three profile factors. These six profiles

were designated as prototype profiles and defined the six or-

ganizational climates. The six climates were ranked from Open-

ness to Closedness and were operationally defined as follows:

1. The Open Climate describes an energetic, lively organization
which is moving toward its goals, and which provides satis-
faction for the group members' social needs. Leadership acts

emerge easily and appropriately from both the group and the

leader. The members are preoccupied disproportionately with
neither task achievement nor social-needs satisfaction; satis-
faction on both counts seems to be obtained easily and almost

effortlessly. The main characteristic of this climate is the
"authenticity" of the behavior that occurs among all.theAtemi'

bers.
f,r.

2. The Autonomous Climate is described as one in which leadership

acts emerge primarily from the group. The leader exerts little
control over the group members; high Esprit results primarily
from social-needs Satisfaction. Satisfaction from task achieve-

ment is also present, but to a lesser degree.

3. The Controlled Climate is characterized best as impersonal and

highly task-oriented. The group's behavior is directed primar-
ily toward task accomplishment, while relatively little atten-
tion is given to behayior oriented to sociai7-needs satisfaction.
Esprit is fairly high, but it reflects achievement at some ex-

pense to social-needs satisfaction. This climate lacks open-

ness, or "authenticity" of behavior, because the group is dis-

proportionately pieoccupied with': task achievement.

4. The Familiar Climate is hi§hirpersonal, but undercontrolled.
The members of this organization satisfy their social needs,
but pay relatively little attention to social control in res-

pect to task accomplishment. Accordingly, Esprit is not ex-

tremely high simply because the group' members secure little
satisfaction from task achievement. Hence, much of the be-

havior within this climate can be construed as "inauthentic."

5. The Paternal Climate is characterized best as one in which the
principal constrains the emergence of leadership acts from the
group and attempts to initiate most of these acts himself:" *.
The leadership skills within the group are not used to supple-
ment the principal's own ability to initiate leadership acts.
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Accordingly, some leadership acts are not even attempted. In
short, little satisfaction is obtained in respect to either
achievement or'social needs; hence, Emitimong the.members
is low.

6. The Closed Climate is characterized by a high degree of apathy
on the part of all members of the organization. The organiza-
tion is not "moving;" Esprit is low because the group members
secure neither social-needs satisfaction nor the satisfaction
that comes froi task achievement. The members' behavior can
be construed as "inauthentic;" indeed, the organization seems
to be stagnant.86

For the purpose ofthis study, the mean, raw subtest scores of each
teacher will serve as the dependent variables by which relationships.

with-the personality characteristics and structural properties will:
be examined. A specimen sample of the OCDQ is located in the
Appendix.

-
The pag is most appropriate for inclusion in this study.. It. is

based on the same general population (elementary teaahets) as this
study and the behavioral constrUtts it measures are consonant with
factors identified by other theorists. Halpin and Croft identified
three general factors which were named Social Co_ntrol, Esprit, and
Social Needs. The Social Control factor identified tadk-oriented
behavior; the Esprit factor inferred a feeling of togetherness and
morale; and the Social Needs factor described friendship and be-
havior of an intimate and personal nature. These are similar to
the three general factors that Shutz8', identified in the FIRO tests
(Control, Inclusion and Affection). Control is defined.as behavior
directed toward interpersonal need fOr control and refers to behav-
ior characterized by the following terms:. "Dominande.1".:"authority,"
"rules," and "tasks." Inclusion is defined as behavior directed%to-
Wards the satisfol-ction of the interpersonal need for inclusion, and
refers to behaVior that connotes "oeiongip4'.."'''Conzaunication,".and
"togetherness." Affection is defined. as behavior that is directed
toward the satisfaction of the need for affeCtiOn and refers to be-
havior characterized by the folloWing.terms.: *"like," 'flpersonal,"
and "friendship." Shutz. contended that these'three-general factors
constitute a sufficient set of interpersOna3 behaviors'for the pre-
diction of interpersonal phenomena..

86 Ibid.;
"
pp. 174-181.

, .

..
. %

87 W. C. Shutz, 12291...klbreeDiiiiine:'heb''ofiritearsonal .,

BehaviOr (New York: 'Rinehart and Compalyi.Inc;,-1958),*PP.
.

21-23.
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Ryans'88 comprehensive study of characteristics of teachers simi-
larly identified three behavior patterns:

TCS Pattern YO - responsible, businesslike, systematic vs. evading,
slipshod teacher behavior.

TCS Pattern ZO - stimulating, imaginative, surgent vs. dull, routine
teacher behavior.

TCS Pattern X0 - warm, understanding, friendly vs, aloof, egocentric,
restricted teacher behavior.

The similarity of the concepts described, by Shutz-and the factors
identified by Ryanr are obvious, and their similarity to the three
general factors identified by Halpin and Croft are readily appar,nt.
Numerous other studies which have identified assentially the same
three constructs have been discussed, at length by Croft.89 He also
describes a number of recent studies which relate the three con-
structs to other criteria of school effectiveness.

Three methods were used to estimate the reliability for the sub-
tests of the OCDQ: split-half coefficient of reliabilitY, split-
respondents, and communality estimates for the three-factor to-
tational solution.9° These estimates are reported in TABLE .1.

88 D. G. Ryans, Characteristics of Teachers: Their Descri tion,
Comparison and Appraisal (Washington, D. C.: American Council
on Education, 1960).

89
D. B. Croft, "Operationally Defined Constructs to Describe
Student Social Behavior" (Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Utah, 1968), pp. 22 -28.

90 Halpin and Croft, The Organizational Climate of Schools, pp.
64 -68.

:'
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TABLE'

ESTIMATES OF INTERNAL CONSISTENCY AND OP
EQUIVALENCE FOR THE .EIGHT, OCDQ SUBTESTS

1..44./.1..Ir 1111101111011M

Split-half Co-
efficient of
Reliability,
Corrected by

OCE2 the Spearman-
Subtest Brown Formulas

AN Is 1151) .

Correia; on
between Scores
of the Odd-
Numbered and
the Even-
Numbered Res-
pondents in
Each Schoolb

{N= 71)
.

Communalitit

Estimatesc
for Three-
Factor
Rotational
SolUtion,.

1.

2.

3.

4'.

5.

6.

7.

8.

-Disengagement
Hindratme
Esprit
IntiMacy
Aloofness
Production Emphasis

.must
COnsideration

.73 .59. .66
-.68 .54 .44
-;15 .61.- .73.

-:60 .49 .53
.26 .72
.55 .73 .53

.75 .68.
.59 -§31: .64

a Estipate of internal consistency.
b Estimate of equivalence.

These are lower-bound, conservative estimates of equivalence.

. . .

In selecting this instrument, the investigator considered that the
original sample was based upon elementary teachers representing
several geographic regions, including California; that the samples
were drawn from school districts which ranged in size from larger
urban districts to the smaller suburban districts. Although valid-
ity was not established statistically, the investigator accepted the
instrument on the basis of its face validity. Also, the three gen-
eral factors delineated in the OCDQ were fully supported in the lit-
erature, corresponding to similar factors identified by Shuts and
Ryans and described as basic factors in all social interaction.
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Definition of Or anizational Members

Organizational members (or organizational participants) are limited
to certificated, full-time, elementary teachers within public
school systems. Students,' classified personnel, administrators and
personnel other than elemerftery teachers were not included in the
study.

.Definition of Persona lit Characteristics of Or anizational Members

The concept "personality" has a variety of meanings. For this study,
Getzels' definition was considered to be most appropriate and com-
patible with the instrument that was used. Getzels defines person-
ality as the "dynamic organization..within the individual of those
need-dispositions that govern his:unique reactions to the
expectations in the environment. central analytic elements of
personality are the need-dispositions which we can define with
Parsons and Shils as 'individual tendencies to orient and act with
respect to objects in certain manners and to expect certain con-
sequences. from these actions' ."91

The Sixteen Personals Factor estionnaire Form C (16-P.F.)

The 16-P.P. is a factor analytically constructed g ques-
tionnaire developed by R. B. Cattelland H. W. Eber. It was de-
signed to measure *the major dimensions of human personality ,ccat--
prehensively. The .instrument is properly validates with respect
to the primary pers4-mality factors rooted in gerieral psychological
research. The psy'eh9logical meanings of the I factors, according

to the authors, represent the main dimension that:
. " .

..-haVe been found 'necessary and adequat to cover all the .kinds

of individual differences of P ersonality that are found in
common speech and psychological literature;

2. are independent of each other o that it is possible to com-
bine any score whatever on o.0 factor with any score on others;

91 Getzels, "Administration/as a Social 'Process," p. 154. The
Pardons and Shils defy:ition is found in T. Parsons and E. A.

'"Values, Notifies and Systems of Action," Toward. a Ger,.,. ;
eralThesm of Ac ed. $ T. Parsons and E. A. Shils
(Cambridge: Hariard University Press.,, 1951) p. 114..

92 R. B. Catteli and H. W. Eber, Handbook for the Sixteen
alit y Factor 9uestionnaire (Champaign, Illinois: Institute pf'
Personalty and Ability Testing, 1964).
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3. are known to be important in the sense of.each having a wide

area of influence on behavior.93
The 16-P.P. does not measure.pertonality,factors based upon the
nature of the-subject's statement; about ,himself, but. from the known
correlation between these "mental interiors" as found.in questionnaire
factors arid. the factors established in behavior. The responses are
treated as-,behaviors, not as selfratings.

Nbrms for the test are based upon the general atilt population and
the backgroUnd of the-test is documented in numerous publications
including several hundred journal articles: The 'Constructs under-

the,16-P:r. are based upon some twenty -.five .years of published

psychological research in which every item has been.subjected.to
factor analytic nvestigation. Split-half xeliabilities for each of

the personality fator scales range from +.73 to +.96, averaging ap-
proximately +.88. Reliability and validity were established with
appropriateataiistical.treatments which are.reportpd in detail in

the manual."

Concept Validities of the 16 factor scales were calculated in two

ways. From; *.she known factor loadings of the items. on the factors

in-the'original research, using the formulae devised by Cattail for
obtaining'validities of extended factor scales,:.mean.validities for
the 16IP.F. ranged from .74 tb .96 for each of the factor scales.
Validities estimated from .correlation of two factor halves, based

upon, two forms of the 16-P.F. ranged from .87.to .96.

.

Since the norms for the test were based upon the general adult pop-
ulation which included elementary.and junior high.teachers, and the
validity and reliability estimates were at an acceptable.level, the

Was 'considered adequate for the puiposes of this investigate

The personalitx.factors identified bythis.instrument are as follows:

Factor A - Schizothymia vs. Cyclothymia
differentiates easy going, cooperative, adaptable vs.
aggressive, aloof, rigid and suspicious traits.

Factor 8 - Low vs. High Intellect .
low morale, quitting, boorish, dull vs..; conscientious,
persevering, cultural' and bright *ate.

93
Ibid., pp. 2-10.

94 Ibid., pp. 2-10.
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Factor C- Low. Ego vs. High Ego Strength

immature, low:frustratiOictOl*ariCe,:evastve-Vs.
emotional maturity and stability, phlegmatic and
high frustration tolerance traits.

Factor E - Submissive vs. Dominance'.

dependent, conventional, easily upset vs. inde-
pendent, unconventional and "tough" traits.

: ._ .

Factor r Desurgendar vs.. 'Surgency
glum, sober, serious enthusiastic, cheerful
and expressive traits.

Factor G Low Super Ego vt: High Super Ego
casual, frivoldus undependable '"Vs . conscientious,
responsible and persistent traits.

Factor H Threctia vs. Parmia
timid, shy, careful vs. adventurous, active and
carefree traits.

Factor X - tiarria vs. Premsia

tough, realistic, self-sufficient vs. sensitive,
effeminate, dependent traits.

Factor L -.inner Relaxation vs.' ProtenSion
trustful, adaptable, composed vs: suspecting,
withdrawn and irritable traits.

Factor_ M - Praxeonia vs. Autia
conventional, practical, uncreative vs. creative,
unconventional, and imaginative traits.

1PactOrp Naivete vs. Shrewdness
simple, awkward, unskilled vs.'sotihisticated,
insightful and ambitidus traits.'

"actor 0 - Confidence vs. Timidity
self-secure, confident, resilientVs: timid,
insecure, and moody traits. .

Factor Qi- Conservatism vs. Radicalism c t

conservative, accepting, uninformed, vs. expert-
.: .imeriiing, critical and well-informetraits. -**

Factor Q qroup Dependence vs. Self-Sufficiency2
AOpetideht, imitative, contoriiing:Vinon-confoim

ng, self-sufficient and independent traits.
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Factor Q3 Low Integration vs. Self Sentimental Control
inconsiderate, uncontrolled, lax vs. self-controlled,
persistent, and conscientious.traits.

Factor Q4- Low vs. High Ergic Tension

composed, calm, phlegmatic'vs. tense, excitable traits.
95

As indicated previously, the formal dharacteristicsngf organizations
as explicated by Hage 'and later by Hage and,AikenV represent a
unified conceptualization of the more frequently. .discussed structural
characteristics of formal organizations. The structural properties
instrument that was., designed for this study purports to measure four
distinct properties. 'These properties reflect the degree of formali-
zation, centralization, complexity, and stratification in the organi-
zational structure of elementary schools. The items selected for
the instrument were initially based upon the following definitions
of the structural properties concerned:

1. Formalization: Formalization represents the use of formal rules
and regulations and standardization in the organitation. Opera-
tions within the organization are governed by a system of rules
and consistent application of these rules by the functionai'res
to all cases. The extensiveness of formal rules and regulations
and the degree of standardization represents the degree of formal-
ization in an organization.

2. Centralization: Centralization is a measure of the distribution
of power In an organization and is comprised of two measures:
Decision - making and a hierarchy.of authority. The first measure
represents how much an organizational,member participates in de-
cisions affecting the organization. The second measure refers
to eecisions involving the work associated with, each social po-
sition. If subordinates are allowed to'make their own work de-
cisions, there is low reliance on hierarchy'of authority for
control. If all decisions must be referred to a superordinate,
there is a high hierarchy of control. The degree of partici..
potion in the deasionmaking process 'and the degree of reliance

95
'bid. , pp. 11-19.

96
J. Hage, "An Axioiatid Theory of Organization," Administrative
Science Quarterly, Vol. .10 (December, 1965). pp. 289-320.

97
J. Hags and M. Aiken, "Re4tiOnship OfCintral/iation to Other
Structural Properties," AdMinistritive SOience 'tarterlt, Vol.
12 (December, 1965), pp. 72-92.
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upon,a hierarchy of control represents the degree of ;eilitralizatiOn
in an organization. ..

3. Complexity: Complexity is a measure of occupational specialties
included in the organization; the length of training required to
qualify for a 'position and the extensiveness of involvement in
professional activities related to the position. The degree of
training required and the extensiveness of participation in pro-
fessional activities is a measure of the degree of complexity of
an organization.

4. Stratification: Stratification is a.measure of the status
system of an organization based upon the prestige associated
with the position and the differences in rewards (economic).
The degree of prestige:and the amount of financial compensa-
tion associated with the organizational member reflects the
degree of stratification of the organization.

The Structural Properties Questionnaire (SPQ)
. :"

A revievrof the.literature failed to identify an existing instrument
that would measure thefour structural properties originally intended
by the investigator fOrthe purposes of this study. Therefore it:
was necessary to construct an instrument as a preliminary step prior
to collection of-the data necessary to test the major hypothesis of
this inquiry. The method and statistical treatments employed are
next presented

The Research Objective

The SP sL was constructed for the purpose of measuring structigal
properties based upon constructs devised by Hage. and Aiken.. As
deVeloped earlier in this presentation, the constructs or character-
istics of formalization, complexiy, centralization and stratifir
cation were found to be consistent with, and autliflid Conceptuali-
zation of, the more frequently discussed structUrairbOerties*of-k
formal' organizations. In designing the questiO6dire,itkiveral.other
factors were considered. The instrument Was to,b4 4iiren7in a group
situation and would be-one of three instrum00.admiriittered.--The
cooperation of the teachers involved was nott'o be jidtsardized by.
subjecting them to an instrument that was '3.44thY.Of"difficult to
administer. For this purpose ;then,
similar to 'the 'OCD2 was the preferred

. -
A set of 'simple statements was prepared,iivreadh-reskfident'Imms

asked to indicate to what extent each statement ChiriCterizedhis

1111.11111111MIII0.1014.11.11111.11ftwOOM

98
Hage and Aiken, "Relationship of Centralization to Other Struc-
tural Properties," pp. 72-92.
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school. The following items illustrate the kind of .statementa used:

1. The Principal is willing to by-pass regulations to help teachers.

2. Teachers are free to use any Teaching Techniques they think best.

The scale against which the respondent indicated the extent to which
each statement characterized his school was defined!by four categories:

1. Rarely occurs.
2. Sometimes occurs.
3.. Often occurs.f
4. Very frequently occurs.

These four categories of responses were scored by assigning to each
respective category four successive integers listed above and the
responses were punched on IBM cards.

PracedUre

Using Hage and Aiken's conceptualization of structural properties
as the framework, each of the four characteristics described was
defined in operational terms. Based upon .these definitions, an
"item pool" was developed. Each item was developed with the intent
to remain consistent with the definition of the property to be mea-
sured and also appropriate to an educational setting. The items
were to serve as. :indicies of complexity, formalization, centrali-
zation and stratification in an elementary school system. The
resulting item pool contained three hundred and fifty .items that
purportedly tapped each of the four structural properties.

The three hundred and fifty items were listed and the- four struc-
tural property definitions were typed on separate sheets 'of paper
and Were given to five students of 'organiz ational theory. These
individuals were asked to select from the item pool those. items
that best represented.the .construct defined and.to list the number
representing the item.on the page Containing the definition of the
property that item described. Each indi4dual..performed: this; task
independently of the other. Their 'selections__ were then' compared
and the items selected were those which_ were selected unaniftbUsly
by the independent raters: Of the original, three. hundred and fifty
items in the item pool, seVentiv'survii,ed the..screening:process.

"The'.final version of the,Z, war composed a.Z, these seventy items.
:The independent raters unatiimOdely. Agreed upon.twentrfour items
that measured formalization, .tWenty-:nin*t..,i:tems measured centrali-
Ottion,. fifteen items that measured complexity.-and two items .mea-
siiaring. stratification.
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The SPQ, was nest administered to a sample of two hundred and
iinety-siI teachers and the responses were subjected to factor
analysis9 to determine whether the four measures of structural
properties were "factorially pure," thereby identifying the
unities or fundamental properties underlying the measures.

Fourjactor Rotational Solution

A four-factor varimax rotational solution for the four struc-
tural properties was performed. The factor analysis results
are presented in Tables 2 through 5. Using the procedure out-
lines in Harmanlm (Table B in the Appendix), for apProximating
the standard error of the factor loadings, loadings greater tkan
.39 are found to be significant beyond the .01 level. Therefore,
only those items receiving factor loadings of .40 or better were
identified as being sufficiently representative of a measure' of
the factor. The items are identified in Tables 2 through 5 on
the basis of the particular structural property tneyAvii'e Drug
bully constructed to measure (SPQ Items), the loading associated
with each item (Factor I Loadings) and the communality aiseciited
with each loading (h2). The communalities (h2) are the squared
sum of the factor loadings in each Wit and when converted to
percentages, indicate the amount of common variance accounted
for by the item,

TABLE 2
- . .

Four4actor Varimax Rotational
Solution for 'Tata' Sample

(N = 296' Responderits )

'''SPQ Items Factor I LOadings h2

..;

17.

-Centralization
1

2: 'Centralization

4: rtentralization

16.: Centralization

11.1.POIMMI..1111

.

4

-:482

-.$37

-.489.-

-;:474
....

',

.36

:34

:21

:33

.49University of Miami Biometric Laboratory:Piagram,B=72,4ilami,
- Florida. The U.C.L.A:*- dOmpUterfaCiIitietCwire-tsiiVtoper-

form a four-factor variitiaii rotational dalutiOn for fte' lotir
structural properties:'-

4

100 H. H. Harman, Modern Factor Analysis (Chicago: Univeiiiii
of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 177.

j;:'
: J
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24. Formalization -.416

25. Formalization,

26. Formalization

.604

-.596

. ;

*.

29. Formalization -.498

31. Formalization -.456

32. formalization

35.' Formalization -.605
, .

36'.' :1

39. Formalization

40. Formalization -.460

41. Formalization . -

58.-,Complexity -.619.

63. Stratification -.449

01111.0 Fa,

.27

.44

.45

. 2.9

.23

.":39

.48

.25

..52

.25

.35

.39.

.31

Seventeen items of §12 secured' high loadings on Factor I. Of 'he
seventeen items, eleven.werejtems that were constructed to measure
the property of formaliiation:and these items clustered appropriately,
supporting the intent of the investigator.-,Factor I was contaminated
by six items. Items 1, 2, 4, and 16 .were constructed to measure cen-
tralization and their loadirigsron the .factor were ;-:3334
anc...277, respectively,.iharing some of the variance of the factor
for which they were constructed to ,measure. Item 58 did not load

heavily on any oZ the other three factors. Item 63.1oaded also on
Factor III (-.283) and Factor TV 1-.158). One explanation for con-
sideration is that the six contaminating items were,. in the broad-
est sense, items that may be interpretable as measuring formalized
structures in that in many school districts, the behaviors that
these items describe are found in the rules and regulliiona listed
in teachers' manuals. For example, procedures forflis.ciplining .

students (Item 16), textbooks to be, used (Item 4) , courses to be
offered (Items 1, 2), the requirement_fpr teachers.to.titend'insti-
tuted for certification puri3Oses14Ite-58);_and merit, saIarY. ad-
justMentslItem 63) are ite0q that .frequently ase.an integral part
of the system of rules and.regulations

The majority of lOadings Were7factorially purp7..,;ffind!the:items con-

cerned were designed to mastire-*Iiropirty Of..#ormalisatibn.*
Factor I was identified as reflecting measures of the degree of
formalization.
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SPQ Items

TABLE 3

. Four-Factor Varimax Rotational
. Solution for Total Sample

(N m 296 Respondents)

-.Factor II Loadin s

: 13. Centralization -.551

14. Centralization -.492 .30

17. Centralization -.550

18. Centralization - 585 .34

19. Centralization -.741 .57

20. Centralization -.671 .54

21. _Centralization_ -.631 .42

22. Centralization -.547 .31

52. Centralization -.471 .17

53. Centralization -.445 .27

11,111/1

The loadings on Factor II are reported in TABLE 3. Ten items se-

cured high loadings on Factor II and each of these items were orig

'inally constructed to measure the degree of centralization in ele-

mentary schools. Factor II in comparison to the other three fac.tcrs

is "factorially pure."

TABLE 4

Four-Factor, Varimax Rotational
Solution ff,r Total Sample .t

(N = 296 Respondents)
. .

SPQ Items

:..

Factor Loadings h
2

47. Formalization .-.418 ..27

55. Complexity -.532 .29

56. Complexity
57. Complexity -.498 .27

67 Complexity -.439 ..35

01111=11/11MINMEMPIPME1.411111111111111.141Mm0.1111. _.__VEIN

The loadings on. actor III are reported in TABLE 4. Six items se-

cured significant loadings. Five of the six were constructed to

measure the degree of complexity and the loadings confirmed the in-

.. vestigatoes'intent. Item 47 was intended to measure the degree of

'formalization. This item also had loadings on Factor I 4-.276) and

'' Factor II (-.12). The majority of the items measure the structural

vz,elble intended--complexity4, -
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sn Items

TABLE 5

Four-Factor Varimax Rotational
Solution for Total Sample

(N et 296 Respondents)

1..Factor IV Loadings h2

44. Centralization .427 . .25
45. Centralization .560 .41

Formalization .499 .32
49. Formalization .451 .23
50. Formalization .528 .33
66. Complexity 17.4/7 .21

n1=,111.1MMIIMIM.MMINIIII10110k VISIMN111.111 ..111/11111%.

The loadings on Factor IV are reported in TABLE 5. Six of the items
loaded heavily on Factor IV. In constructing the items for this
factor, it was anticipated that those items measuring stratification
would cluster together and comprise Factor IV. However, in examin-
ing the items securing the significant factor loadings, three of the
items were intended to measure the degree of formalization (Items 46;
49 and 50); two of the items were constructed to measure centraliza-
tion (44, 45), and item 66 was intended to measure complexity. The
items constructed for measuring Stratification did not account fof
a significant amount of the factor variance and could not be used.
Upon closer examination:of-the items which made up Factor IV, it
became evidert that five of the items were measuring a behavior
common to them all. Items 44, 45, 46, 49 and 50 raised questions
regarding autonomous behavior in a.formal setting. These are as
follows:

44. How things are done-here fit left up to the person doing the
work.

45. People here are allowed to do almost as they please.

46. Most people here make their own rules on the job.

49. The Principal is willing to by -pass regulations to. help
pupils.

50. The Principal is willing to bypass regulations.to help-_
teachers.

With the exception of item 66 Which:Msasured.complexity, the re- .

maining five items tapped a.dimeilsiOn:46f. organizational structure
unanticipated by the investigatorsjactoi.IV.then is ccmprised
marily of items that measureCw degree of autonomy. The notion
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-;If..investigating this dimension as 'a means of analyzing structyl
properties of schools was recently posited;by-Fred E. Katz."'
He .suggests "... . a fundamental theorem --that: an element of a
system requires a degree of autonomy from-that system if it is
to make any functional contribution to th4t system."1°4 Katz
argues:that schools are complex organizatibne,,inhabited by
specialists enjoying specialized skills and the-skills are so
highly complex that the"formal rules of procedure cannot be
full and detailed. He contends that organizational structure
must encourage a considerable degree of autonomous judgement
since this an essential ingredient to the utilization of
highly specialized knowledge.I . .

On the basis of tae ro.adingb on actor IV, 'and the serendipitous
findings of a "common fabtor" inherent-ItiLfive of the six items,
it was decided to rename this factor...;Fictor TV'reflects Auton-

omous Structures and measures the degtee of autonomy permitted
in the organization. Thus, the factor analysis identified four
distinct factors; and the items associated with each factor
measure four organizational properties.as follows:'

Factor I - Degree of Formalization - the extensiveness of 'formal

rules and regulations and the degree:of standardization.

Factor II - Degree of Centralization - the degree. of participation
in the decision-making process and thl degree of re-
liance upon a hierarchy of control.

Factor petit of Complexity - the degree of training required
and the extensiveness of participation in professional
activities.

Factor IV-. Degree of Autonomy - the degree of freedom permitted".".".".....""at ""'"'
by the organization for individuals to provide for
their own structures.

Reliability- and Validity

a

"Any research based on- measurement must be-concerned with the accu-
racy or dependability, or as usually called, reliability of measure-
ment. A reliability coefficient demonstrates whether the test de-
signer was correct in expecting a certain collection of items to

101 F. E. Katz, "The School as a Complex Social Organization,"
Harvard Educational Review, 7ol. 34, No. 3, 1964, pp. 428-455.

102 Ibid., p. 448.
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yield interpretable statements about individual differences."103
Retesting is a frequently used approaCh, but theoretically this
approach has limitations. The test of internal consistency is
recognized as an acceptable treatment for determining the degree
of reliability. For this study, the'alpha-coefficient of internal
consistency 04 was used to derive an estimate. of the reliability
of the items identified by factor analysis, The formula applied
is a generalization of the Kuder-Richardson. Formula

The following proCedure was used. The items scores in each scale
which secured significant factor loadings (>.40) were selected for
use in the study Each item has a range.of scores from one to four.
The lowest number.(1) representing a perception indicating minimal
prevalence of the structural.property'beingr measured, and a rating
of four indiCating maximum prevalence of the structural property
Measured. In order .to maintain consistency in the ratings, it was
necessary to reverse the scores on items 16, 44, 45, 46, 49 and 50.

Item 61alysis for degree Of reliability among the items in terms of,,
overlapping variance was applied to the four factor derived-scales:"
Item,-scale and total means; and the alpha coefficientof internal
consistency were computed. The mai.rix.giviag each item nuebeti-scale
(Factor) assignments, mean, correlations with total.ecalel.111.,(Total))
and. correlations with scale sums tit (Scale)! are presented in the
Appendix. The alpha coefficient, for each of 'the four scaleais pre-
sented in TABLE 6.

10'3 'L. J.-Cronbd -Che. "Coefficient Alpha and the. Internal StruCture
of Tests," PrinciieeofEducataillan.4_4221112129ical Measure-
vent (Chicago, Illinois: Rand:MCNally & Co., 1967), p. 133.

164 J.. W. French and W. B. Michael, Standards for Educational and
psyc4o1 lsua (Washington, D. C. , American
Psychological Association, Inc., 1966) p.

105 EL J. Veldman, trProranaminforthe Behavioral Sciences
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,- Inc., 1967), p. 173.
FlogpmiTESTAT, as described by Veldmarifiiis used to compute
the alpha coefficient.

". .

1.:
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TABLE 6

Coefficient of Internal Consistency
...; (N 296 Respondents)

Number of .

Factor I_Factor II Factor III
.-;

Factor IV Totals

I terns 17 10 5 6 38

Alpha
Coefficient .83 .82 .65 .54 .85

Factor I - comprised of items measuring degree of formalization

Factor II - comprised of items measuring degree:of centralization

Factor III - comprised of items measuring degree of complexity

Factor IV - xmprised of items measuring degree of autonomy

The alpha coefficient for each scale was sufficiently large to
support the reliability of the instrument.

As Kerlinger106 cautions, the_subject of validity is complex, con -

troversial and peculiarly important in educational-research for
here, more than anywhere else is the nature of "reality questioned.

Generally, three types of validity are discussed as means of de-
termining the degree to which a test is valid,:ihat is, the degree
to which it actually is measuring that property or attribute that
it purports to measure. The validity of the ESL was investigated

on the basis of its content validity. Content validation-is fun-

damentally judgmental. Test items are studied, each weighed for
its presumed representativeness of the universe; then selected or-

:rejected. The content of each item is judged by a competent au-
.thorify.who is. familiar with-the "universe" being studied. 'The
agthod.for establishing content validity was described earlier.
To recap the procedure; five students of organization theory in-
dependently judged the adequacy of the Content of the items con-
structed for the sno The four structural properties were de-

'..fined, and the judges were asked to match those items to the
property they measured. Items ftom the pool-Which werenot ap-

Prol#iate were discarded. The selection of:items were

the five judges agreed upon independently.

106 F. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967) p. 445.
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Kerlinger107 suggests that construct validity can be established
through the use of factor analysis. If this technique were applied
in this case, one could say that the factors which emerged from the
analysis confirmed the dimensions of structural properties hypothe-
sized, thus indicating that those items that were constructed to
measure a particular property, did in fact cluster together, vali-
dating the theory behind their construction. This argument is
extremely controversial and enjoys little support in the literature.

Items were developed to measure four properties related to organi-
zational structures. The items were selected on the basis of con-
tent validity. A Linkert-type questionnaire was constructed uti-
lizing these items and administered to 296 elementary teachers.
Their responses were factor analyzed and those items which secured
significant factor loadings. were selected for use in major research
study. The degree of reliability was repor(ed, using. the alpha co-
efficient of internal consistency. In testing the major hypothesis,
the factor derived items were used as measures of formalization,
centralization, complexity and autonomy. Each item'score was
weighted. The item score in each scale was multiplied by the factor
loading on that item. This procedure made it possible to weight'
each score in proportion to the amount of variance the item con-
tributed to the total variance. The total score for each scale
was- represented by a linear arithmetic summation of the weighted
item.scores in that scale.

Description of th e S

A sample of two hundred and ninety -six teachers was selected-from
fifteen elementary schools located in two unified School.districts.
iv,SoUthern California. District A is described as a timalll'aff1U-!'/
ent, residential community. This:district is'well known in the
region.for Its innovative:and experimental educational program.
Withinthe district are located seven elementaty schools, employ-
incylutotal of one hundred and fortytitwo--tsachersf.*,.District13 is
locited.in a. large urban Community adjoiningDistrict A. Within
the district are_located twenty elementary schools emploYing.a
total-'of four hundred. and twenty7-five.:teacbers.0w,the'besis of
observations measly several educators wand students,bedUCitional
administration located in the general'areatiOWIAtgerlittrict
(3) is described.as having a more traditional diaatidatil program
and as being more bureaucratic in comparison to aiiiiirict X.1,0/11.1~al
1" Ibid., p. 460.
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The Superintendents of both school districts were first contacted,
apprised of the nature of t4e.study,,:and their permission, was re-
quested for the investigator-%to.invite the elementary teachers In

their respective districts tp_participate in the study. Both.

Superintendents expressed an igterest and granted permission..
The District A Superintendent mace available the seven schools.
in his district and the Superintendent of District 13 randomly
selected seven of the twenty elementary schools located in his
district. The fourteen schools employed a total of three hun-
dred end fifteen teachers. Each of the teachers was contacted,
apprised of the intended study and extended an invitation to
participate. They were assured of released time to complete
the questionnaires and complete anonymity. All agreed to par-
ticipate.

The unit of analysis of this study is the elementary teacher and
the sample is representative of the two districts from which th(
were drawn.

Procedures for Collecting the Data

With .the construction of the gm, three instruments were avail-
able for data collection. Prior to the adyinistration_of the
questionnaires, the participants were advised as to.the nature
of the study and the instruments that were employed. All had
the opportunity to raise whatever questions they felt necessary
prior to responding to the questionnaires. As the percentage of
responses will attest, the teachers proved to be most cooperative.

Each teacher received an unmarked manila envelope containing the
ma, the se and the 16-P.F. questionnaires. They were given
unlimited time to complete the questionnaires. Upon completion
the answer sheets were placed in the manila envelopes_ which were
then sealed and placed in a container. Of the three hundred and
fifteen teachers participating, three hundred and six returned
completed forms. Ten sets of questionnaires were not fully com-
pleted and were discarded. The answer sheets were coded by
numbers in.order that the three tests could be associated with
each individual and the school and district in which he WAS em-
ployed. However, specific individuals could not be identified
by-name.

The questionnaires were hand scored and the scores were then
punched into-IHM cards. All computations were performed on
computers.

.
.

Statistical Methods and Analygis

.,cIn.prder. to test the hypotlie.sist..that the organizational climate

perOeivet hy..teacher'S..*as :i.".fTict.ion of ei Luteraction., between
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teachers' perceptions of the organitation's structural properties
and personality characteristics, several treatments were necessary.
Prior to investigating the relationship between the climate variableb
and the interaction of structural and personality variables,'it was
first necessary to identify if there was in fact an interaction
effect between the structural property and personality variables.
This was accomplished by combining the structural and-personality.
variables in order that independent components of variance Could
be identified and described as:

1. Primarily due to the structural components;
2. Primarily due to the personality components; or
3. Primarily a result of the interaction components of structure

and personality.

Thus, the relationship between these independent components of vari,
ante and the climate profiles .reflected which of these components
contributed the most toward the respondent's perceptions of-the
climate.

Component analysisl08 provided a means for identifying independent
components of variance. This Statistical procedure is one ofthtl,
class of factor analytic models. that involves analysis of the total
variance among a set-of variables. The variables were intercorrelated
and, With unities in the diagonal-6f the correlation matrix, the set
of principarcoMponents-wakextracted. The resulting components
represent independent (orthogonal) sources of variance. The coml.

'ponents.Wire'removed in decreasing order according to the amount of
total variance explained by each component in turn. Within the com-,_
ponept, the variables' loading on the component identified the vari-7'
ablesi contribution to the variance explained by the component. .Thus,
the square of a omponent loading revealed the proportion of variance
in that variable' explained by the Component.

This 'technique made it pOseible to combine the structural .and per-
sonality variables and on the basis of the loadingsrto determine
whether or not cgiven component.- identified (1)" .variance from the

personality set, (2) variance frowthe-strtidtural set, or (1)'vari-
anca froM a coMbination of both setsofNariiblei. The components
containi4g contributions from both sets of variables represent an
area of overlap between the &mains of perceived structure amdper-
sonality.

Once the independent components of variance had been identified,
the relationship between the components and the climate variables
were ioentified through the use of canonical correlation analysis.

MIIMISNO11111111111111111,

. .

108 w; w. Cabley and P. R.' Dolmas, .i4ultiVitiiitt.t-, PiociAures for the

Behavior:al. SW...m*8- (New Vork John: wiY4 and Sons, Inc. 1962)
pp. 151.161.
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This technique is an appropriate procedure to use when sets of
dependent and independent variables obtained fray measurements
made on the same subjects are to be interrelated. This technique
was introduced by Hotelling109 and provides for the following
analytical objectives:

a. Determines the maximum correlation between a set (of more
than one element) of criterion variables and predictor
variables.

b. Derives "weights" for each set of criterion and predictor
variables, such that the weighted sums are maximally cor-
related.

c. Derives additional linear functions which maximize the
remaining correlation, subject to being independent of
the preceding set(s) of linear compounds.

d. Tests statistical significance of the correlation
measures. 110

As explained by Rentz, "Canonical correlation is an extension of
multiple correlation; where, instead of multiple predictors and
a single criterion, both multiple predictors and multiple criteria
are analyzed simultaneously. The resulting canonical correlation
coefficient represents the maximum relationship between the two
sets of variables, or more specifically, the relationship between
linear composites of the two sets of variables weighted according
to vectors of regression weights. 111 The relative sizes of the
elements of the vectors of weights indicated which of the variables
contributed the most to the relationship demonstrated by the
canonical correlation.

.Orommlirm+1011Mamiler

109
H. Hotelling, "The Most Predictable Criterion," Journal of
Educational Psychokm, Nc. 26, 1935, pp. 139-142, and
H. Hotelling, "Relations Between Two Sets of Variates,"
Biometrika, No. 28, 1936, pp. 321-377.

110 P. E. Green, M. H. Halbert, and P. J. Robinson, "Canonical
Analysis: An Exposition and Illustrative Application,"
Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. 3 (February, 1966), pre 33.

111
R. R. Rentz, E. B. Fears, and W. F. White, "Personality Corre-
lation of group Structure: A Canonical Correlation Analysis,"

Journal of Vol. 70, 1968, p. 165.
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Thus. in order to test the hypothesis, the sixteen personality

factor scores and the four structural property scores were inter -

correlated, forming a 20 x-20 correlation matrix. The matrix um
then factor Analyzed and a complete set of 20 principal components

was obtained. Component scores for each respondent on each of the

20 components were calculated. The relationship between the re-

suiting. 20 components and the eight climate profile variables .

were then determined by subjecting the set of climate scoresto

canonical analysis.

st.
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF.THE DATA

The findings of this study are based upon the data collected
thidtagh the administration of the OCD2, 112 the 16-P.F. ,113 and

the ma. 114
Statistical treatment a the data was based on mean

raw subtest scores.

Principal Component Anais

The 16 P.P. scores and the four Eascores for each elementary
teacher were intercorrelated forming a 20 x 20 correlation matrix.
The correlation matrix was the next factoTatnalyzed and a set of
twenty principal components was obtained."' The results are
reported in the Appendix.

Analysis in terms of the amounts and pacentages of variance con-
tributed by each of the 20 components, and the contributions of
the personality and structural properties variables separately
within each of the components are presented in TABLE 7. The
eigenvalues represent the total variance contained in each com-
ponent. The sums of the squared loadings for the variables of
a given set composing a component divided by the eigenvalue
associated with the component reveal the percentage of the vari-
ance contributed by the set(s) of variables concerned.

One concern in factor analytic treatments is the problem of the
significance of the loadings and how to detc e what loading
and what components are to be usedaisee recommends that

112 A. W. Halpin and D. B. Croft, T he...._:(2an1.organizational_ Climate-of
= .:School9 (Chicago Midwest Administr#tion Center, University

of:Chicago, 1963).

144 R. B. Cattell and.. #. W. Eber, Handbook for the Sixteen

sonalitynasE.2222tionnaire (Champaign, Illinois: The
Institute fiat.LPersonality and Ability Testing, 1964):

. .114
The E2fwas developed by L. K. Bishop,,M, Murphy and J. R.
Georqe:atClaremont Graduate School, Claremont, California,
1968;.

.

115 Univeriityof Miami Biometric Laboratori, PFograM END 03M,
Miami, This, program was, used to..Perfiarm the

necessary computation for principal component' andlysis.

116 ,,:iw.
Coolex:And :P. R. -Lohnes, Multivariate Procedures for

the Behavioral. S.dienc4 (New York: John yiito 404 pons
Inc., 1962), p. 160.
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components with eigenvalues greater than one are appropriate for
use in analysis. This rule applies only if unities are used in
the diagonal. This condition has been met in this study.

Of the 20 components the first six meet the criteria of eigew-
values greater than one (TABLE 7). In analyzing these components,
the following was observed:

92patEta

The variables which contributed the most to the variance of this
caliponeni were: A (.56)1 C (.65), F (.60) , a (.73)1 L

(-.35) , and 24 (-.54) . These variables ate defined as follows:

A - cooperative, soft-hearted, easy-gOingA.kindlys not dependable
in precision Work dr obligations, .littentive to% people, readily
forms active groups.

C - realistic about life, phlegnatic, placid, stable, calm,:
emotionally mature.

F - talkative, frank: expressive, cheerful.

H .adventurous, sociable, spontaneous, pushy.,

free of Jealous tendencies, adaptable, cheerful, composed,
a good team worker.

O - mature, calm, placid, resilient.

Q4 '":1. calm, relaxed, composed and satisfild.....
4

Component 1:actounts for 13.65% of the total Variance contribUted
by the 20. components. Within the component: the personality vari-
bles accounts for 92.50% of the component variance compared to 74%
contributed by structural property.variables. its component is
primarily a personality,c ompOneitt with .no signiiicant..contributions
from the structural dimension. The personality factors describe
the teacher population as individuals who are cooperative, expressive,
sociable, group conforming, calm, relaXed and resilient. -These par-,
ticular perstonality factors which loided,lieivilyori. component 1 are
interoperative.in another manner:* catten devised second-order.

XYfactor. from -thee 16-.F. factorialiY.117 These are ccanPOritints that
identify psycholo4cal behaviors on the basis Of the .16 primary
factors. The ccatination of primary factord describing lerfels of

117 Cattail and.Eber, Handbook for the Sixteen. Personality Factor ".

Questionnaire, pp. 4647.
..
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Component Eigenvalue

1.

TABLE 7

Percentage of
Component

Percentage Variance for
of Total Personality
Variance Set

1

3
4'

6

;

. .

2.73

. 2.06
1.86
-1.37

J..23

1.17

13.65
10.31
9.44
6.87
6.18
5.88

92.50
. 98.50
45.82
70.00

91:37
85.60

7 .0.97 4.84 100.00

6 0.92 4.60 71.89

9. 0.85 4.27 43..55

10 0.82 4.09 85.73

11 0.78 3.88 52.43

12 0.73 3.67 79.89

13 0.68 3.44 94.77

14 0.66 3.29 8859
15 0.62 3.11 80.02

16 0.59 53.94

0.56 2.80 , 91.90

18 0.51 -2.57 't 97.65 .

:19' . 0.45 2.27 90.06

20' 1.97 89.71
.

Percelltage

Component
Variance f
Structure
Pro er Se

7.50'

1.50
54.18
30.00.
8.63

14.40
0.00
28.11
56.45
14.27
47.57
20,41'

5.23*
11.41
19.98.
46.06
8.10

;05
9.94
10.29



anxiety were found to be -C, -H, +0, -Q, +Q4 and +018 and the signs
preceding the variables indicating high or low,scores. The majority
of the personality variables (C, H, L, CO, Q4) which secured high
loadings in coiponent 1 exhibit a pattern that is evidenced in second-
order anxiety factors....The scores on each, of the primary _factors in-
dicate that the comPonent identifies a negative anxiety factor re-
flecting low anxiety.

Component 2

Variables E (.64), G ( -.42)1 I (.41),.. L (.38), M (.55), N (.57),
Qi (.33), Q3 ( -.32), and Q4 (.38) account for the majority of the
variance in component 2. These variables are defined as follows:

E. - independent, assertive, solemn, unconventOrial..

G demandin46 impatient, undependable, obstriiCtiVe, rule-bound.

I - attention seeking, anxious, subjective; gentle, effeminate,
sensitive.

L jealous irritable, suspecting, suspicious.

M - introverted, absent-minded, self-absorbed, immature; in practi-
cal judgment.

N -- socially alert, shrewd, expedient, aloofeexact., ambitious,
insecure.

Q1 - experimenting as compared to conservatism of temperament,
critical, free-thinking.

Q3 - undisciplined, self-conflict, follows own urges, careless of
protocol.

Q4 -..,tenae,:frustrated, driven,,h4gh ergic:tension.

Component 2 accounts for 10:11%'oethe'tota1. variance and the load-
ings which contribute the most to this variance are secured primarily
by personality variables. Within the component, they contribute
98.50% of the component variance. The personality factors, when con-
sidered individually, present a composite profile that described be-
havior as being independent, demanding, rule-bound, dependent, in-
troverted, socially alert, critical, careless of protocol, tense and
driven. Several of these behaviors appear to be''contradictory at
first glai6e. Nowever,the pattern-made upby the primary factors

118 Ibid.
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closely approximates the second-order factor that Cattell has named

. the-"acting-outfactor. The combination of primiry factors des=

cribing.this behavt2r pattern is reported as E, L, M611, 0,"

axed .Q4. This would indicate that'teidhersi4Ose-be-
havior patterns are described by this second-order faciOldkinm.
dividuals who :are not authentic in their behavior.- The dfieli4W4e-

ment subtest of the climate profile describes similar behavior ==

that of going through the motions. These teacher's, Van, are

acting out a role and their behavior is inauthentic.'"

Component 3

Personality variables F (.42), I (-.35), and L (.36) and all four
of the structural variables accounted-for the majority of :the vari-

ance contributed by the third component. These variables are de-

fined as follows:

- enthusiastic, lively, happy-go-lucky.

I - tough - minded, self-reliant, realistic.

L - suspicious, self-opinionated, difficult to foal.

SP I - Formalization - organization is highly structured, ex-
-tensive use of rules, and a high degree of standardi-
zation.

SP II - Centralization - a high degree of centralization--most
decisions are made by superordinates who rely upon a
hierarchy of control.

SP III - Complexity - a high degree of specialization extensive
preparation required for positions.

SP IV - Autonomy - this property in comparison to the other three

was the lowest. The degree of autonomy granted to the
organizational participants did not measure as high as

SP I, SP II, or SP III.

Component 3 accounts for 9.44% of the total variance. The variables

contributing to the variahcesare from bdth the personality set and

structure set4 Personality Variabieb.ConiribUted 45,J32% of the com-

ponent variance, and the remaining 54.18% resulted from the contri-

butions of structural property variables. This is a component that

119 Ibid.

120 A. W. Halpin, Theory.teLmme#11512ftlistratial 01!!.
The Macmillan Co., 1966Y, p. 150.

.;
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reflects an area of overlap betweenthe domains'of perceived struc-
ture and personality. A review,of",the'variables making the major

contributions to the component variance suggest6 indiViduals who
are enthUtiastic and lively but tough-Minded and ..elf-opinionated.

These indiViduals perceived therganiiational s!:::ucturei,of their
schools as being highly formalized, highly 'centralized, complex
and not.permitting autonomous structures tobeas extensive as the.
preceding three.

Component 4

This component also reflected variance contributed by both person-
ality and structure variables. These variables and their loadings
were: B (.43), M (.37) , 0 (-.36). Q2 (.38), and SP ry (.50) . These
variables Are defined as follows:

8 - more intelligent, abstract - thinking, bright.

- imaginative, careless of practical matters.

0 - confident, self-assured.

Q2 - independent, self-sufficient, prefers own decisions.

SP ry Autonomy - perceives structuresas permitting 'autonomous
behavior.

Component 4 accounts for 6.87% of the total variance: Petsonality
variables contribute 704 to .the components' variance structure

variables account for 30% of the component variance. The person-

ality factors reflect a uniform pattern of behavior consistently
as independent, confident, bright, and imagiriative. These teachers
perceived the structure' as autonomous, permitting them freedom to
provide for their own actions. This component also demonstrated
an area of overlap 6etweeir thedomain'of personality and perceived

struCturei.

Component 5

.

The-personality variables N (.39), Q1 (:34), 92 (.50), and 03 C.61)
.coptributed'the most to the'variance.of this Component. These'Vari-

ables.are identified asifo40wWv . a

. t-
N shraWd, calculatingi.sociallY:Alertlexpediente'aloof,'exatt,

ambitious, insecure.

Q1 - experimenting, critical, free thinking.

Q2.- independenti.self-aufficien; prefers etiui :decisions:

Q4 - controlled, socially precise, following self-image.
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.Component 5 accounts for of;..t.;t!e. total variance and. the:per.-
sonality variables 'contribute 91074%:. 0: the component ,valance
as .compared. to 'only '8.6.V from structural 'variables. The perion-
ality variables describe primarily independent behaviors on the
fpartof these indiVidUals.,,

....
...Comyonent 6 "c",': 7

-

Personality variables 13' ,(.39)..t. Lr .(.45) i Q2 (....48), -.and SP. III
(.35) contributed the greatest -.amount to.: the variance of this'
component. These variables are defined.as follows .;

B more Intelligent, abstract-fthinking, .bright.

E - humble, accommodating, conforming.. ,.
.

L ' -7° suspicious, self-opinionated, difficult to fool.

Q2
- group-dependent, follower.

SP III Compaticity - high 'decree of specialization.
- Extensive preparation required, for positions.

component 6 .acdciunts for 5.88% of the 001 variance. The person-

ality variables contributed 85.6% to the, component variance while
-the structural- ariable contributed 14.4 %.. The personality vari-

-ables.singest a pattern of behavior that describes individuals as

intelligent group-dependent types who perceive the structure.fas

being complex. This component also reflects an area 'of overlap

in the domains of personality and structure.

Suirinary.

..-:...

z

, :!-,

,.

Of the .20,'"cobbination Of personality--and. structural-property?

components , '.CompOrien6':One through, six, secured eigenvalues
greater .than'-'6ne: Comtonents "3, 4, and 6 revealed loadings.

.. of sufficient weight, from both the Lessolxia/it and structure

....,,!. .variables and the varirce in,these ..coaponents, is shared la.,,
both.sets '-of variable C 'In compone..nts .1i.,2, and,5 the .persori7

...
ality vatiattl7S7aratitie:i.iitik..:source. of .coM.Ronent.variance.

.. ; -!.....- .-;.-,:t-:....r.f.7. : .:. :,;..:,....... .
...,............. - .

....... - ...
, The".ReIa' t io nSn t

: anizatonal Climate and
..'...Perssonalit 'Cornbiiied with Structural -.Pro erti = s

. .

, . '1 ,
purpolilesf-Of

investigate, the.: structupl;
sOff ele)iterita2Y4041bS1 ce.V44.nl.Pers*aity 041ar4atia..400.9

of teadherers, and the:r4letionship-between these two measures and
the teachers' perceptions of the organizational climate of their

respective schools. This relationship was investigated by means
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of. canonical correlation analysis. The factor loadings-in each
component were ,combined and converted to standardized:Z.scores.
withmeans of zero and standard Aeviations.of one,. I

In the canonical correlation analysis' between the 20* corrponents
and the 8 subtests of the organizational climate profile, a chi
square test of successive latent roots was parformad. A, swariary

of the results is provided in TABLE S. The first two canonical:-
correlations proved to be significant beyond the .001 level and
were therefore included in this analytis since the two latent
roots and their corresponding-canonical correlations are of
statistical importance and interpretive interest.

The two most important canonical correlations and their corre-
sponding vectors are presented -in TABLES, 9 and 10. These vectors
are regression weights and indicate the mathematical strength of
the several factors in eachvet in developing the :relationship
between the two sets of factors,

In the first canonical function (TABLE 9), the vector weights
identify the strongest relationship between principal conconents
1, 3, and 4 and the climate skihtests identified as consideration,
productivity and intimacy. The variance explained by component 1
-is due primarily. to the personality factors.. However, the com-
ponent variance:in each of components 3 and 4 is shared by both
the personality,tet and the perceived structure set.. The largest
single vector weight (.641) is associated with component .,3 'in.which
the component variance is. shared. almost equally by both gets of
variables (See TABLE

In the second canonical function (TABLE 10), the vector weights
identify the strongest relationship. between principal components
2, 4, 8, and 16 and the four climate subtests "hich indicate hin-
drance', disengagement, esprit andintimacy. The variance in com-
ponent.2 is due .primarily to.the personality set, 'while components

8,.-and1.6 indicate variance'shared by both. personality and
structure-variables. .

Thus, of the 'seven components related to the vlinate profile stibio
tests in the two canonical functions, the malOritsr:of the.Co*Onente
AL were comprised of both personality and structure variables.
This-finding: supports the hypothesis that personality 'in interaction
with perceived structure is related0'ierceP4ciwof'cliinate more
closely than either periOnality components cir-peraiiiiiit structure
doiaponents, taken separately. .Thus, the, ,teachers' perceptions of
abate ItLaz be vim as a 'function iof the 'the
Tea71.hers,..personalities and.the :structure of. the -orpanizItion.

;7_,
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TABLE a

Canonical Analysis

= 1111.114.44M
4 4

X2 Tests of Successive Latent Roots for Canonical Correlations

Number of La-
tent Roots

Canonical Wilks
Correlation Lambda

.560

.53.7

.338

.493

X2

303.9

198.4

Degrees of
Freedom

160,



TABLE 9

Canonical Analysis:
Principal Components and Climate Profile

Canonical Function I: (X2 = 303.9, df = 160, P = .0001, Canonical R = .560)

Princieal Components Weights Climate Profile-

1 -.453 .016

2 -.009 .160

3 .641 -.152
4 .463 -.530
5 -.095 -.107
6 -.172 .433

7 .090 -.005
8 .173 -.439
9 .154

10 -.016
11 .130

12 .044

13 -.080
14 .028

15 .154

16 -6:070 r

17 -.024

18 -.104

19 -.021

20 .006

Disenciagement.

Hindrance
Esprit
Intimacy
Aloofness
Production Emphasis
Thrust
Consideration



M w

TABLE 10
. .1-

Canonical Analysis:
Principal Components and Climate Profile

7.!

J14MMow.1.0
onical Function II: (e = 198.4, df = 133, p = .0002, Canonical R = .517)

Inci al Co nents

.11
Weights

1 -.233 .571

2 .522 .338

3 -.051 -.028

4 -.315 .442

.025 .242

.6
-.160 -.157

-.226 -.235

;8 .
.340 .-.006

9 .094

10 ..
.283

11. -.282

12 .155

13 -.112

14 -.

.154

15. .079

16...
-4321

17,0 001

18 .121

19 !. .107'

20 .109

.1. Climate Profile

Disengagement
Hindrance
Esprit
Intimacy
Aloofness
Production Emphasis
Thrust:

Consideration



On the basis of the relationships among the variables and the be-
haviors they represent, further comment is warranted.

The participants in this study were identified according to the
district in which they were employed. Their canonical Z scores,
obtained according to the weights associated with the canonical
correlations, were ordered from high to 1017 for each of the
canonical functions. Thus, a basis for comparing the respondents
in the two districts in terms of their high and low scores was
possible. -

The following observations can be made regarding teachers'_ behaviors
and perceptions on the basis of the following analysis of the vector
weights obtained in the first canonical function (TABLE 9). Recall
that each of the components represent "artificial variables" com-
prised of specific kinds of behaviors and perceptions, fadtorially
devised, and representing independent sources of variance; Their
independence from each other was further substantiated in.the
intercorrelation matrix obtained in the canonical correlation in
which the intercorrelations among all of the compo4nts were com-
puted to be O.

Component 1 was associated with a negative weight of .453: Since
component 1 represents a negative anxiety factor, a negative weight
reflects high anxiety on the part of the respondents. Component 3
WAS associated with a positive weight of .641 and on'the basis of
the composition of this component, the positive weight reflects a
pattern describing teachers who are self-opinionated, realistic
and ltvely, perceiving their schools as being highly structured.
Component 4 was associated with a positive weight of .463 and
variables contributing the most were personality variables des-
cribing independent behavior and a tendency towards perceiving
autonomous structures. The teachers exhibiting these behaviors
and associated with the perceptions of organizational structures
described above, perceived the organizational climate in terms
of low intimacy (-.530) among staff members, low consideration
(-.439) being exhibited by their respective principals, and high
emphasis (.433) upon production.

In reviewing this pattern in terms of the respondents scores, some
observations can be made. The canonical Z scores obtained accord-
ing to the weights associated with the first canonical function
are listed in TABLE 11. The patterns of behaviors and perceptions
of structure, and their relationship to scores are presented in an
abbreliiated, diagramatic form in TABLE 12.

Teachers with high scores identify with the patterns.which suggest
high anxiety, self-opinionated individuals who perceive high struc-
tures and independent types who perceive autonomous structures.
Of these three components, component 4 accounts for the least of
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TABLE 11

Canonical 1 Scores of Respondents
Associated with Canonical Function

High Scores Low Scores

A 2.68 A 1.38 B -1.01 B -1.44
'A 2.58 A 1.36 B -1.02 B -1.45
A 2.57 A 1.35 B -1.05 B -1.49
A 2.56 A 1.34 B -1.08 A -1.51
A 2.53 A 1.33 B -1.09 A -1.55,
A 2.49 A 1.29 B -1.14 B -1.55
A 2.35 A 1.21 A -1.16 B -1.62
A 2.27 A 1.21 B -1.16 A -1.63
B 2.24 A 1.20 B -1.17 B -1.64
A. 2.12 A 1.19 B -1.19 B -1.71
A - 2.07 A 1.16 A -1.20 B -1.84
A 2.02 B 1.16 A -1.21 B -1.87
A 1.87 B 1.15 A -1.25 B -1.91
A 1.83 A 1.11 B -1.28 A ;4.91
B 1.72 B 1.10 A -1.29 B -1.95
A 1.65 A 1.09 A -1.30 A -2.04
A 1.61 B 1.08 A -1.31 B -2.17
B 1.53 A 1.02 .8 -1.31 B -2.19
A 1.53 A 1.01 B -1.36 B .-2.31
A 1.48 A 1.01 A -1.38
A 1.47 B -1.40
A 1.44 B -1.40

A -1.43
B -1.43

Note: 1. Scores listed are those withi7-1.

'2. A = Teachers from District A.
B = Teachers from pistrict B.
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the total variance as compared to components 1 and 3, and component
3 has the largest vector weight in the component set. This would

suggest that the most important Variables in this pattern describe
high structural properties and individuals who are bright, indepen-
dent and highly anxious. In reviewing the ordering of scores, the
preponderance of high scores were attributed to teachers from
District A which was observed as being more traditional and more
bureaucratic than District B. Of the forty-five high scores which
were one or more standard deviations from the mean, thirty-eight

were attributed to District A Teachers.

At the 'lower end of the scale, thirty-three of .the forty-three ldw
scores were attributed to teachers from District B. These scores

were also one or more standard deviations from thelmean. There-
fore, it can be observed that teachers from the mailer, less
bureaucratic district perceived organizatiogal structures mfbeing
low and were individuals whose personalities reflect low-anxiety,
sober, dependent behavior.

In the second canonical function (TABLE 10),components 2 and 4 were
associated with high weights. Component 2 was; identified as the
acting-out component and component 4 has been described earlier.
However, in Canonical Function II, the weight. associated with'com
ponent 4 is negative (-.315), suggesting organizational structures
that do not provide for autonomous behavior, And individuals who
are dependent, apprehensive, conservative, concrete and practical.

In relation to high and low scores, these patterns appear as follows
in diagramatic form in TABLE 13.

The distribution of the respondents' canonical Z scores obtained
according to the weights associated with Canonical Function II are
presented in TABLE 14. They are ordered from high to low. In con-

sidering the high scores which are one or more standard deviations
from the mean, they are almost equally divided in respect to the
districts represented. Twenty-three respondents are from District

A and twenty respondents from District B. Therefore, both' districts

exhibit the characteristics listed under High Scores in TABLE 14.
However, in reviewing the scores at the low, end .of the continuum;
thirty-two of the respondehts are from pi,strict A. This suggests
that there is less acting out-taking place on the part of the
teachers in the larger district. The perception of more auton-

omous structures in District A appears to contradict the findings
established in Canonical Function I; but once again, the reader is
reminded that of all the structural components associated with sig-
nificant canonical weights, this component accounted for the least
&mount of total variance, and within the component, the majority
of the component variance was attributed to personality variables.

Therefore, the patterns that emerge suggest that in the smaller,
less bureaucratic, innovative and experimenting District B, a
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Low Scores

Low Anxiety

Low Structure
Behavior: Sober

Trusting

TABLE 12

Patterns Identified in Canonical Function I

Non-Autonomous Structures
Behavior: Dependent

Apprehensive

Conservative
Concrete'

Practical

von

High Scores

1 High Anxiety

3 High Strncture
Behavior: Enthusiastic

Self -opinionate

Realistic

4 Autonomous Structures
Behavior: Independent

Confident
Imaginative
Bright

..11.11..,



. TABLE 13

Patterns Identified in CemoLical Function II

Low ScOr4

Authentic Behavior

Autonomous Structure
Behavior: Independent

Confident
Imaginative
Bright

.

High Scores

2 Acting-out Behavior

4 Non-Autonomous Structure
Behavior: Dependent

Apprehensive
Conservative
Concrete
Practical



TABLE 14

Canonical Z Scores of Respondents
Associated with Canonical Function II

High Scores

B 1.67
B 2.63 B 1.60
B '2.62 A 1.57
A -2.61 B 1.54
A 2.46 A 1.52
A 2.20 B 1.52
B 2.09 A 1:49
B 2.08 A 1.44
B ,1.99 A 1.27
B '1.81 B 1.22
A 1.82 A 1.22
B 1.82 B 1.17
B 1.81 B 1.16
B 1:79 A 1.16
A 1.78 A 1.15
B 1.78 A 1.13
A 1.76 A 1.11
B 1.73 B 1.10
A 1.73 A 1.08
B 1.72 A 1.08
A 1.70 A 1.07

A 1.03

.:1

A
B
B
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
'A

B

A

Low Scores

-1.00
-1.03
-1.03
-1.04
-1.08
-1.10
-1.12

A.

A
B

A

A

A

A

-1.51

-1.51'

-1.56
-1.74...

-1.76-.
v,

-1.13 A
-1.14 A -1.83
-1.16 .A -1.87
-1.18 A -2.01
-1.19 A -2.03
-1.20 A -2.03
-1...26 A -2111:
-1.27 A -2.1.4

-1.28 A -2.33
-1.33 A '-2:39.
-1.36 A -2..51

-1.37 A -2.60
-1.43
-1;45

Note: 1. Scores listed are.,t6ose with d" M is

A = Teachers fLpm0010tri.4 A.
B = Teachers fxont.piStriCt-t.
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preponderance of teachers exhibit lOw anxiety, perceive low organi-
zational structure, are more dependent, conservative, trusting
types who are acting-out their roles. In the larger, traditional
and more bureaucratic District A, the teachers perceive high organi-
zational structures, are more independent, opinionated, brighter
individuals who also tend to reveal a higher degree of anxiety,,

summary,

The data were collected through the administration of the OCDQ, the
16-P.F: and. Statistical treatment was biped on mean raw sub-
test scores. The 16-P.F. scares and the foural scares were inter-
correlated forming a 20 x 20 correlation matrix. Twenty principal
components were then obtained by factor analyzing the 'matrix. .Six

of theie.cOmponents secured eigenvalues >1 and'Were analyzed. The
six components' accounted for 52.33% of the total variance. person-

ality variables were primarily responsible for. component variance
in components 1, 2, and 5. Components 3, 4, and '6 revealed ioad-
ings of:sufficient weight from both personality and structure vari-
ables demonstrating an area of overlap.

The relationship between the 20 components and. the eight subtests
comprising: the organitational climate profile was determined by
subjecting both sets of scores to Canonical Analysis.

In the canonical correlation analysis between
.the.20

components and
the 8 subtests comprising the climate profile,a.chi square test:of
successive latent roots was performed. The first.two canonical.for-
relations proved to be significant beyond the .001 level and were
therefore included in this SsanalySis since the 2 latent roots and
the corresponding canonical correlations were of statistical im-
portance Cp<.001) and interpretive interest.

The vector weights of seven components and six subtests of the
climate profiles, as evidenoed_in Canonical Functions I. and
demonstrated & relationship between structural properties and
personality characteristics .and organizational climate. An exam-

ination of the loadings orthe,vector weights maximized the
significant canonical functioni revealed that the largest single
vector weight related to the climate subtest score was associated
with component 3 in which the component variance was attributed to
the personality variables interacting with structural property vari-
ables.

Therefore, the personality in interaction with perceived structure
was related to the organizational climate, thereby supporting the
major hypothesis of this study.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The concept of organizational climate.was presented as a distinct
and unique level of analysis in which climate was defined in terms

. of organizational behavior that reflected the ability orindividuals
to annommulata 14i inf-arrehl=0-4nnahips vael,1*ing among the dimOsions
of formal organizational structures and the personality iaCtors of
the individuals inhabiting the organization. The role expectations
of the organization were viewed as being defined by the structural
properties of the organization; and that this particular diMension
was independent of, and interactive with, the organization partic-
ipant's personality, as indicated in specific behavior redpOnses
to given need dispositions.

These conceptualizationsWere supported by :the theoretical Construct
of social systems theory which defined behavior in terms of the re-
sultant interaction 'between nomothetic'and idiographic ditensions
which were described -ar being independent and phenomenally inter-
active... The detiils4.Wba Model of Social Behavior121 was modified
and, the interaidtion process among the variables conderned'idtfi this
study were expressed as C = f (S x P). This interaction model pro-
posed that the 'organizational climate of an elementary school (C)
can be defined as a function (f) of the interaction 'that results
betweethe;role expectations inherent in the structural properties
of the organization (S) and certain personality characteristics of
the organization members (P). Thus, the elementary teacher's per
ception of the organizational climate of the school is influenced'
by the degree to which his personality is compatible with-his in-
stitutional role.

The basic hypothesis predicted that the organizational climate' of
elementary schools as perceived by teichers.is a ft:notion of the
interaction that occurs between the teachers" perception of the
organization's structural properties and certain personality Oar:,
acteristics of teachers.

A sample of two hundred and ninety-six teachers was selected frota,
fifteen elementary schools located in two unified school districts"'
in Southern California. Elementary teachers were identified as
the unit of.analysis in, this study: -In order to measure the struc-
tura' properties of 'the.schoalsicOncerned, it was necessary
construct the Structural Properties Questionnaire (ELM.' The slinsl
was then administered to the sample and the responses were sub-,
jected to a four-factor varimax rotational analysis toldentify_

,
12C

J. W. Getzels, "Administration as a Social Process'," found
in A. W.lialpin, ed., Administrative Theory in Education
-.OW York: The. Macmillan Co.,'1967), p. 155.

.
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the unities or fundamental properties underlying the measures.

Formalization, complexity and centralization properties survived

the analysis. A fourth factor was.identified as a measure of

autonomous structures. The alpha:coefficient of internal consis-

tency.was used to derive an estimate of:xeliability.,of th*.thirty-

.. eight items identified by factor analysis.- Content .valicUty was

the basis for establishing the validity of!the,inat.7!=ent..

Data collection, was achieved througMheadministratiiin:Of the

,SE214"s! the
22,3723 and the 16-P.Ft`':

Using principal.Componelii.analysis the structural and :personality

variables Caere combined in order.to identify sources of variance

that were attributed to structural components t personality cam

-ponents, or interaction components composed.of both structural

"'and, personality variables. By identifying the componenti.yariance

-Contributed by the structural and personality variables, it was

then possible, to test the hypothesit by subjecting the set-of'

component scores.amdthe set- of climate .profile scores to canonical

correlation analysis., -The resulting. canonical ,correlation coeffi-

cients revealed the maximumrelationship between the two sets of,

.variables, and the relative sizes of the elements of .the vector

of weights identified the variables which contributed the most to.

the. relationships demonstrated by the canonical correlations.'
.61

The,first six components-secured eigenvalues equal to, and greater

than one, and.were,therefore significant for analysis.0 Three of

these components revealed loadings of sufficient weight from both

the personality set and the structural properties sete.deMonstrating

an area of overlap between the domains of perceived structure and

personality. The remaining three components, by the loadings associ-

ated with. the yariables, revealedthat the personality set was the

primary source of component variance. Two of these .!'personalite

components:contained patterns of'personality traits that have been

identified by Cattell!s second-order factors as measuring anxiety

and an acting-out characteristic which is similar to;inauthentic

behavior.
. .

.

.-:'1..

22 A.W. Haipin.and:p..) The Or an

,

-zati ni l of

L,..:1 . Schools
(phiceiMidwestAdi4nietrationCenteri.gn versity off

Chicagoe'i963) .-:.. .-'L-t; 2 -
1. ... .. . .. Z .

! .

' : . 7:. ;

123.,The SPA 0as developed by L. =K. Bishop, M.. Murphy. And

George at the Claremont Graduate. School, Claremont, California,

1968.

124 R. Bt Cattail and H. N.Bber,,Hanftook for the Sixteen Person--

NAILIEstisjams0405421s1.(ChaMpaignr Illinois: The Institute

for Personality and Ability Testing, 1964).
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In the canonical correlation analysis between the components and
the eight subtests of the, rganizational Climate profile, a chf.'
square test of successive.olatent roots, was performed and the first
two canonical correlations. proved to be signiiicant beyond the
.011 level. In the first canonical function, the climate sdh-
tests identified as consideration, productivity and intimacy were
significantly related to three components. Two of these components
wereAssociated with )7oth personality and structure variables
while the third was primarily a personality component. In the
second canonical function, four climate subtests identified as
hindrance, esprit, intimacy and disengagement were best related
to four components. The variance in three of these compOnents':
was shared by both personality and structure variables
remaining component was primarily a personality component. '

Five of the:seven components related to the climate profile
subtests were those in which the variance was shared by both
rarsonality and structural property variables.

First a consideration of certain limitations in this research
is necessary. Obviously, any conclusions reached cannot be
generalized beyond the population represented by the sample.
The data were used to estimate relationships among the variables
as measured by the instruments selected for the study and for
analyzing internal relationships within the sample; The sample
represents elementary teachers in two unified school districts
in Southern California and the findings are limited to these
boundaries. .

Questions of validation were raised throughout the study. Judg-
ment about the gm was based on assessment of content validity.
Additional criterion study .is needed. One approach could be
to send a team of organizational theorists into a sample 'of
elementary schools. Their task would be to do, a case study of
each of the schools, describing the structural properties on
the basis of the characteristics reflected in the gm. The sm.
Would then be administered to the elementary teachers in these
sch6ols and a team of qualified judges-would be selected and re-
quested to perforwea blind matching between the case reports and
the sm, results.'"

The validity of the 222 is also a matter of question. As Halpin
and'CrOft have indicated, their original,inquiry did not concern
itself with the relationship between the OCDQ and external criteria
and they have encouraged others to cross-validate the OCDQ by

.110.1111 411110111111

125 This study is similarly described by Halpin and Croft. See
The Organizational Climate of Schools (Chicago: Midwest
Administration Center, 1963), p. 83.
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factoringA"? imilar data:from independent and larger saMple6 of
schools. Many studies have.been.conducted since Halpin and
Croft first introduced. the 2gR2and the question of. what. this

instrument actually measures.apPearAo.b&best answered in the
content of,.the eight:subtests; Data were analyzed.' in this study

. . .

Of the, three instruments,employed 'in this study, the46 -P.F. was
considered to be most valid. It was. well- designed; widely used
and properly validated with respect to primary'personality factors
deeply rooted in general, psychological research. Unlike many in-
ventories of this.nature,Tersonality factors were measured on the
basis of known correlationsbetween."mental interiors" found in
the questionnaire factors and factors well established in behavior.

Assuming that the instruments measured those 'charac4- :istics de-
rived from the theoretical framework, the resulting tindings did
support the major theme of this study. In terms of the social
systems model, the behavior of an individual was perceived as the
resultant effect of an individual interacting with environmental
expectations structured by the institution. The prediction was
established that organizational climate is a function of the inter-
action between teachers' perceptions of organizational structure'
and certain personality traits of the teachers:

The interaction .effect was demonstrated in principal 'component
analysis by three of the six components which were considered sig-
nificant for analysis. These components represented an interplay
between the.social systeeslomothetic and' the idiographic dimen-'
sions. The canonical correlations between:the components and the
climate profile subtests provided the.eVidence. Thestrohgest re-
lationships were evidence&between:theclimiie%subtests-and those
components in which the variance:waii sharedby contributifts from
both personality and structuralvrOperty variables.-. Alsoi it was
noted that the largest single vector WeightG644'Was..assoCiated
with a component in which the coMponentVariance-ias equally-shared
by botketructural and'personality'viriabies. 'These findings:re-
flect the. assupp4ons-proposed by the sYstem,theory that
the strongest relationships were evidenced between the observed
behavior of organizational participants (climate subtests). and the
resultant product of interactiWwithAenvireomentar
expeCtations.as structured by the institution.repieionted'by coma=
ponentsdemonStratingihe*interaction between'struCture and per-
sonality variableb):

........mimmaill11106111..........111141.os

126
..,44.% 82:
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In the first canonical function, the components most closely re-
lated to the climate profile subtests indicate that the personr .

alities of the teachers reflected enthusiastic, self-opinionated,
independent individuals who perceived the organizational struc-
ture as being more formal, centralized and complex in comparison
to autonomous structures. A high degree of anxiety was evidenced
and the loadings on the climate profile subtests tended towards
a profile suggesting a closed climate.

In the second canonical function, the components most closely
related to the climate profile subtests indicate that the per-
sonalities of the teachers reflected dependent, conservative,
concrete and practical individuals who perceived the organiza-
tional structure as being non-autonomous. The high vector
weight associated with component 2 was indicative of an acting -..
out behavior on the part of the teachers, indicating that they
were...going through the motions" and were not authentic in their
behavior. These behaviors and perceptions of structure were
closely related to climate subtests that tended towards closed-
ness.

In the two patterns described, distinctly different groups of
teachers of varying personality characteristics view the climate
subtests in terms tending toward closedness and, associated 'with
these characteristics are indications of high anxiety and "acting -
out" behaviors.

One possible explanation for this pattern and its relationship
to organizational climate is the consideration that the type of
climate perceived is influenced by the degree of compatibility
that exists between the interacting variables. Once again, this
.notion raises the question as to what does the OCD2 measure? If
.the contention is true that compatibility is an influential factor
affecting the teachers' perceptions of climate, then, oganization-
1 climate, as measured by the ocpp, is not necessarily a valid

indicator of the effectiveness of schools. Halpin did not invest-
.igate the relationship between the profile scores on the =viand
external criteria of a school's effectiveness but he suggests the
possibility that the climate profiles may constitUte a better
criterion of the effectiveness of schools than many existing
measures.127 Until the issue of'coMtatiality'is settled,; the
use of the main measuring effectiveness is highly in question.
It is entirely possible that an openscliemate Tay. Actually be

-Aicative of an ineffective school wheretn poor to:Aching occurs
in a structural setting that is comPatibie'with the needditpo-
sitions cif.. an ineffective staff.

127 Ibid., p. 82.
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This viewpoint also raises questions regarding the effect of per-
sonality upon climate. Halpin128 suggested that personality char-
acteristics of teachers might very well be responsible for pre-
disposing them to modes of behavior that characterize climate.
Halpin posited that teachers who reflect characteristics similar
to the m20.1 types described in the studies by Guba, Jackson, ,

D.04WC.I.i was nyano--- aka uyeao Wi1W 4 4.13 MVZU x4ftwa.y uy

tate closedness in the Organizational Climate of their schools.
These characteristics were identified in these studies as fitting
the cultural stereotypes of the teacher:. sexually impotent, obseer
quious, socially inept, externally.patient and painstakingly.de-
mending individuals.

The findings of this study suggest that Halpin's "hunch",regarding
personality was "on target" but his contention that personality
factors alone can serve .as. predictors is not verified. It is-

apparent that climatel.as perceived by the teachers4n the sample
of this study, may be dependent upon the degree of compatibility
that exists between the need dispositions of, an individual and
the organization's role expectations. Further investigation along
this line of inquiry is necessary in order to answer certain ques-
tions: What factors were responsible. for the high anxiety and the
acting -out. behavior? Were these the direct result of conflict be-.
tween the need dispositions of the teachers and the role expecta-
tions as defined by the institutions? Does the absence of conflict
between these two dimensions result in the perception ,of open
climates? And does the converse of this hold true? When need dis-
positions and role expectations are not congruent, can it.be pre-
dicted.that,the .participants concerned will perceive the climate as
being closed?

In conclusion, the findings of,this,study-did support the concep-,
tualization that teachers' perceptions of the structural properties
of. their schools, in interaction with certain personality character-
istics of the teachers is related to their perceptions of organiza-
tional climate. Theresulting relationships provided a basis for
considering the compatibility of personality characteristics in.a,
structural setting as.apossible predictor of organizational climate.

128 A. W. Halpin, Thearand Research in Administration (New York:
The Macmillan Co.,,1964, p. 233..

129 E..
.

i
. G. Cuba, et al.t."Occupational Choice and the Teaching Career,"

Educational Research.8ulletin, 38,.No. 1.. (Ianuary1.19P), pp., 1-3.

.

130 D. G. Ryans, Characteristics of Teachers: _Their beacxiptiont
comskeznaeamEati (Washington, D. C.: Ameridan Coundil
on Education, 1960).
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Essentially this study took the social systems theory into a new,
for it, aspect of organization: The theory was expanded to accom-
modate structural properties as operational definitions of insti-
tutional expectations. The results of this theoretical and empir-
ical excursion is that administrators could watch well organization-
al climate as determined by the compatibility of individual per-
0^n=lity and organizational structure.

These considerations are especially relevant at a time when more
than ever before, the very foundations of o r traditional approach
to formal schooling are being questioned: Thvstrueture
function of public educational institutions am under scrutiny
and increasing,emphasis-is being placed upon innovation and.change-=
change in methods, in organizational design and in basic concepts
which have shaped these institutions in the .past.. "

Those who are considering the adoption of innovative practices
which relate to organizational structures, cannot ignore the effect
of these changes upon the organizational participant. Too often
educators have witnessed the failure of "new approaches" because
they failed to anticipate, and to prepare for the consequences of
injecting a "foreign protein" into the organizational body. As
Argyris has advised, a greater understanding of the "buzzing con-
fusion of simultaneously existing, multilevel, mutual interacting
variables"131 is essential in the study of organizational behavior.

The intent of this investigation was to attempt to view organiza-
tional behavior as a discrete level of analysis which considered
many variables from several levels, interacting with each other
simultaneously. The findings should contribute to a better under-
standing of the organizational behavior of teachers, and that it
will also serve to encourage others to guide analysis of organi-
zational phenomena, such as structures, as they affect individual
behavior.

131 C. Argyris, "Some Problems in Conceptualizing Organizational
Climate: A Case Study of a Bank," Administrative Science
Quarterly, Vol. 2 (June-March, 1957-58), p. 501.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE

.

A. W. Halpin and Cr. B. Croft

The items in this questionnaire describe typical behaviors or

conditions that occur within a school organization. Please

indicate to what extent each of these descriptions character-

izes your school. Please do not evaluate the items in terms
of "good" or "bad" behavior, but read each item carefully and

respond in terms of how well the statement describes your

school.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to secure a descriptibn

of the different ways in which teachers behave and of the

various conditions under which they work. The questionnaire

will be examined to identify the behaviors or conditions that

have been described as tYpical by the majority of the teachers

in'your school. From this examination, a portrait of the
Organizational'Climate of your school will be constructed.

Reproduced with permission of publisher and author:
Macmillan Co. and Andrew W. Halpin
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MARKING INSTRUCTIONS

Printed below is an example of a typical item found in the Organi
lalCAx_EzatiorlateDescrition Questionnaire:

1. Rarely occurs

2. Sometimes occurs

3. Often occurs

4. Very frequently occurs

SAMPLE:

Teachers call each other by their first names. 1 2 T4

In this example the.respondent circled alternative 3 to show that
the inter=personal relationship described by this item "often occurs"
at hiS school. Of course, any of the otheralternatives could. be
selected, depending upori how often the behavior described by the
item does, indeed, occur in your school.

Please mark your responses clearly, as in the example. PLEASE BE
SURE THAT YOU MARK EVERY ITEM. CIRCLE the numeral which most nearly
approximates the frequency of the behavior described...Authenticity
of the response is very important. Do give the most accurate res-
ponse that you can...Eitheer a pencil or a pen may be used.
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Please place a check mark to the right of the appropriate
category.

O. rt.m.I.L.J.vu; Principal 1.

Teacher 2.

Other 3.

9. Sex: Man 1.

Woman 2.

10. Age: 20-29 1.

30;-39 2.

40-49 3.

50-59 4.

60 or over 5.

11. Years of
experience in

0-3 1.

education: 4-9 2.

10-19

20-29 4.

12. Years at
this school:

30 or over 5.

4-9 2.

10-19 3.

20 or over 4.
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

13. Teachers' closest friends are other faculty members.
426 bGSK.704.

1 2 3 4

14. The mannerisms of teachers at this school are annoy- 1 2 3 4
ing.

15. Teachers spend time after school with students who 1 2 3 4
have individual problems.

16. Instructions for the operation of teaching aids are 1 2 3 4
available.

17. Teachers invite other faculty to visit them at home. ,,.1 2 3 4

18. There is a minority group of teachers who always
oppose the majority.

19. Extra books are available for classroom use.

20. Sufficient- time is given to prepare administrative
reports.

21. Teachers know the family background of other faculty
members.

22. Teachers exert group pressure or non-conforming
faculty members.

23. In faculty meetings, there is a feeling of "let's

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
get things done."

24. Administrative paper work is:burdensome at this schoo1.1 2 3 4

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Teachers talk about their personal life to other
faculty members.

1 2 3

Teachers seek special favors from the principal. 1 2 3

School supplies are readily available for use in
classwork.

1 2 3

Student progress reports require too much work. 1 2 3

Teachers have fun socializing together during school
time.

1 2 3
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30. Teachers interrupt other faculty members who are 1 2 3 4

talking in staff meetings.

.31. Most' of the teachers here accept the faults of their 1 2 3 4

colleagues.

32. Teachers have too many committee requirements.

33. There is considerable laughter when teachers gather
informally.

34. Teachers ask nonsensical questions in faculty
meetings.

35. Custodial service is available when needed..

36. Routine duties interfere with the job of teaching.

37. Teachers prepare administrative reports by them-
, -

selves.
. .

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1234

1 2 3 4

38. Teachers ramble when they talk in faculty meetings. 1 2 3 4

39. Teachers at this school show much school spirit. 1 2,3 4

40. The principal goes out of his way to help teachers. 1 2.3 4

41. The principal helps teachers solve personal 1 2 3 4

problems.

42. Teachers at this school stay by themselves.

43. The teachers accomplish their work with great vim,

vigor and pleasure.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

44. The principal does personal favors for teachers. 1 2 3 4

45. The principal sets an example by working hard
himself.

1 2 3 4

46. Teachers eat lunch by themselves in their own class- 1 2 3 4

rooms.

47. The morale of the teachers is high.

48. The principal uses constructive criticism.

49. The principal stays after 'school to help teachers

finish theirwork.
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50.

51.

52.

53.

1. Aarely occurs
2d. tobetimes. occurs
3. Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

Teachers socialize together in small select groups. 1 2

,The.principal makes all class-scheduling decisions. 1 2

Teachers are contacted by the principal each day. 1 2

The principal is well., prepared when he speaks at
school functions.

1 2

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

54. The principal helps. staff Settle minor .1.2 3 4
differences.

I

55. 'The principal,. schedules work for the teachers. 1 2 3 4

56. Teachers leave the grounds during the school day. 1 2 3 4

.57. The principal criticizes a specific act rather. than 1 2 3 4
a staff. member.

58. Teachers help select which courses will be taught. 1 2 3 4

59. The principal corrects teachers' mistakes. 1 2 3 4

60. The principal talks a great deal. 1 2.3 4

61. .The principal explains his reasons for criticism to 1 2 3 4
teachers.

62. The principal tries to get better salaries for 1 2 3 4
teachers.

63. Extra duty foi teachers is posted conspicuously. 1 2 3 4

64. The rules set by the principal are never questioned. 1 2 3 4

65. . The principal looks ''out*for ..the.persOna1 welfare of 1 2 3 4
teachers.

66. School secretarial service is available for teachers' 1 2 3 4
use.

67. 'The principal runs the faculty meeting like a business 1 2 3 4
conference.

68. The principal is in the buPiing before teachers 1 2 3 4
arrive.
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Oftqn occurs
4.1 Very frequently occurs

69. TeacherS work together preparing administrative 1 2 3 4

reports.

70. Faculty meetings are organized according to a tight 1 2 3 4

agenda.

71. Faculty meetings are mainly principal-report meet- 1 2 3 4

. . ;1,11.gs.

72. 1`40eiarthcipal tells teacher's of new ideas he has

run across.

1 2 3 4

73. Teachers talk about leaving the school system. . 1 2 3 4

74. The principal checks the subject-matter ability 1 2 3 4

of teachers.

75. The principal is easy to understand. 1 2 3 4

76. Teachers*e informed of the results. Of a super- 1 2. 3 4

visor's visit.

77. Grading practiges are standardized.,at this school. 1 2 3 4
..

78. The pringlpal insures that teachers work to their 12 3 4

4,12 full capacity.

1 2 3 4Tbachers leave the building as soon, as possible at

day's end.

s. The principal clarifies wrong ideas a teacher may 1 2 3 4

have.
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16 P. F.

WHAT TO DO: The questions inside this booklet are to give you a
chance to say what sort of a person you are and to state your in-
terests and attitudes. Since each person is different, there are
genewally no "right" or "wrong" answers, but only what is true for
you.

If a separate "Answer Sheet" has not*been given to you, turn this
booklet over and tear off the Answer Sheet on the back page.

Write yOur name, and other particulars at:the-iqp of the Answer Sheet.

We first give you two examples so that you will know exactly what to
do. To. the right of each sentence there are three answers indicated.
Look at the top left hand side of your Answer Sheet where it says
"Examples." Although you are to read the questions in this booklet,
yog must willmaniwers on the AnsWer.She4t., alongside' the same
number as in the boollet.

Read the following examples and mark an x for your answers on the
Answer Sheet:

EXAMPLES:

1. I find it hard to wake up quickly Yes In Between No
in the morning. 004.01100.0 OOOOOO ..(true) (or not sure) (false)

2. I would rather spend an evening:
a. listening to good narsici
b. reading an exciting story a Uncertiin

. (of either)

Inside you will find more questions like these. When You are told
to turn the page, begin with number 1 and go on at yOur own-rate.
In answering these questions we would like you to keep these four
points in mind:

1. Answer the questions as frankly and truthfully as possible since
there is no advantage in giving the wrong impression. Never give
an untrue answer about yourself because you think it is the "right
thing to say.' There are ways of detecting such unfair answers.

2. Although this is an untimed test, we would still like you to
answer the questions as quickly as you can. Do not spend time
puzzling over the questions. Give the first, natural answer as
it comes to you. Some questions are a bit similar to others but
no two are exactly alike and your answers will often differ in
these cases.
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3. Use the-middle answer only whenit is absolutely impossible
to lean toward one or the otherof the answer 'choices. In
other words, the "Yes" (or "a") or the "No" (or "b") answer
should be used for most cases.

4. Do not skip any questions. Occasionally a statement may not
seem to apply to you or your interests, but answer every. one,
somehow. Your answers will be kept confidential.

DO NOT START UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO -

1. I think my memory is better than Yes, In Between, No,
it ever was .. true not sure false

I couldjiappily live alone, far from
anyone, like a hermit Yes Occasionally No

3. If I say the sky is "down" and. winter
. is "hot" I mould call a criminal: .

(a) a gangster, (b) a saint,
(c) a cloud

4. When I see "sloppy", untidy people I:
(a) just accept it,

(b) get disgusted and annoyed..... -.. a --In Between. b

a

5. It annoys me to hear people say they
can do something better than 'others.; Yes Ocdasionally No

6. At a party I let others keep the
jokes and stories going Yes Sometimes No

7.- If my income were more than enough for 'r

ordinary daily needs, I would feel I
should give the rest to a.church..or
other worthwhile cause Yes In Between No

8. Most people I see at a party are un-
doubtedly glad to meet .Yes,- Sometimes No

, ......
I would rather exercise by:
(a) fencing and dancing.*i
(b) wrestling and In 'Between b..... Il

10. I smile to myself at the big differ-
ence between what people:do and. what :
they say they do 'Yes. Occasionally No
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11. As.akchild4ifelt sad to leave home. Yes Occasionally No
to'4oyto

12. If a good remark of mine is passed
by, I:

(a) let it-g4,

(b) give people; ''a chance to hehr
'again Ai In Between b

13. When someone has,,bad manners I feel:
.(a).it is 'not my busines, t

(b) I should show the person that
people disapprove. OOO A In Between b

14. 'When lomat a new person I would rather:
.(a) discUse his politics and social views,
(b) have him tell me some good, new

jokes. a. In Between
% .

15. When I plan something, I like to do
so quite alone, without Ea:outride.
help Yes Occasionally No

16. I avoid spending time dreaming about
"what might have been." 1 Yes,Sometimes No

17. When I am going to catch a-train, I
get a little,hurried, tense, or anxious
though I know I have time...." Yes- Sometimes No

18. I havesometiMe6.1'eVen if briefly, had, t

hateful feelings towards my parents.-: Xes:In Between No

I

i9. I could.be happy' in a job that required
me to listen to unpleasant.cOmila4nts all
day from employees and customers .:-.... Yes! In :Between No

20. I think the oppopite of the opposite'
of .,.

(a) casual, (b) accurate, (c) `rough'.. a b c 4,

21. I always have lots" of energy at times
when I need it Yes 'In Between No

22. I'd be extremely embarrassed to tell.
people spent** vacation. at a
nudist camp Yes. In Between No

23. I greatly enjoy all large gatherings;
like parties br.daaces Yes Sometimes No
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24. I feel that:
(a) some jobs just do not need doing so'

carefully as others,
(b) any job should be done thoroughly'

if you do it at all a In Between b

25. In streets or stores I dislike the why

. ,-some people stare at one Yes 411 nuuwewn No

26. I would rather be:
(a) a bishop, (b) a colonel a In Between b

27. If a neighbor cheats me over small
.(-.411ings, I would rather humor him than*

show him up Yes Occasionally No

28. Z would rather see:
(a) a good movie of hardy, pioneering

days,
4b), a .clever'movie farce or skit on' the

society of tomorrow a In Between b

.

29. When I have been put in charge of a thing
insist that my. instructions are followed

or else I resign ...... Yes Sometimes No

30. I find it wise to avoid excessive. excite-
ment because it tends to wear me out... Yes Occasionally No

31. If I were good at both I would rather
play at:

.

(a) chess, (o) bowling a. In Between b

32. I feel it iscruel to vaccinate 'wry small
children, even against contagious diseases, ,

. ..

and parents have a right to stop it.... -Yes In Between No

33. I put myfaith more in:
(a) insurance, (b) good fortune a .In,Between,..b

.

34. I can forget my worries andreiponsi'-=
bilities whenever I 'need.to *; .1!,es Sometimes No

35. I find it hard to admit when I,am wrong. Yes Sometimes No
; ts I 3 ' .

36. In a factory I would rather be in charge
of:

(a) machinery or koeping records,
(b) talking to and hiring ne'W:people... 'a In Between b
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37. Which word does not belong with the
other two:
(a) cat? (b) near? (c) sun? a

38. My health is affected by sudden changes,.
causing me to alter my plans for that

Yes mccacaunilly NoMObialfthM

C

39. I am quite happy to be waited on, at
appropriate times, by personal servants.

40. I feel a bit awkward in comp'any and do
not show up quite so well as I should.

41. I think people should observe moral
laws more strictly than they do

42. Some things make me so angry that I
find it best not to speak.....

Yes Sometimes No

Often Never

Yes Occasionally No

Yes Sometimes No

Yes In Between No

43. I can do hard physical work without
feeling worn out as soon as most
people Yes Sometimes No

44. I think most witnesses tell the truth
even if it becomes embarrassing Yes In Between No

45. I find it helpful to pane up and down

when I am thinking Yes Sometimes No

46. I think this country would do better

to spend more on:
(a) armaments, lb) education, a In Between b

47. I would rather spend an evening:
(a) in a hard game of cards,
(b) looking at photos of past vacations. a

48. I Would rather read:.

(a) a good historical novel,
(b) an essay by a scientist' on harness-

ing world resources

In Between b

a In Between b

49. There are really more nice people than
objectionable people in the world' Yes In Between No

50. I honestly think I am more planful,
energetic, and ambitious than many
perhaps equally successful people
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51. There are times when I do not feel in.

the right mood to see anyone:
(a) very rarely, (b) quite often a In Between b

52. When I know I'm doing the right thing

I find' my task easy 'Yes Sometimes No

always seldom

53. I would rather be:
(a) in a business office organizing

and seeing people,
(b) an architect, drawing plans in

the back room a in Between

54. Black is to gray as pain is to:
(a) wound? (b) illness? (c) discomfort? a

55. I am always a sound sleeper, never
walking or talking in my sleep Yes In Between

56. I can look anyone in the eye and tell

a lie with a straight face (if for a

right end) Yes

57. I have been active in organizing a clUb,

team, or social group Yes

58. I admire more:
(a) a clever but undependable man,
(b) an average man but strong to

resist temptations.. a

59. When I make a just complaint I always get

matters adjusted to my satisfaction.. Yes

b

C

No

Occasionally No

Occasionally No

In Between b

Sometimes No

60. Discouraging circumstances can bring'

me near to tears Yes Occasionally No

61. I think many foreign countries are
actually more friendly 'than we suppose. Yes Sometimes

62. There are times, every day, when .I want to

enjoy my own thoughts, uninterrupted by

other people Yes Iii Between

63. I get annoyed at being held up by small

rules and regulations which, I admit,

are really necessary
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64. I think much so-called modern "pro-
gressive" education is less wise
than the old rule "spare the rod
and spoil the child."

65. I learned more in school days by:
(a) going to class, (b) reading a
book

66. I avoid getting involved in social
responsibilities and organizations.

67. When a problem gets hard and there
is a lot to do, I try:
(a) a different problem, (b) a dif-
ferent attack on the same problem..

Yes,

True
Sometimes No,

False

a In Between b

Yes, Sometimes No,
True False

a In Between b

68. I get strong emotional moods--anxiety,

anger, laughter, etc.--that seem to
arise without much actual cause.... Yes

69. My mind does not work as.clearly at Yes,
some times as at others,

. True

70. I am happy to oblige people by making
appointments at times they like, even
if a bit inconvenient to me.. Yes

71. I think the proper number to continue
the series 1,.2, 3, 6, 5, is:
(a) 10, (b) 5,. (c) 7 f . ' a

72. I tend to be critical of other
people's work

Occasionally No

In Between No,

False

Sometimes No

b c

Yes Occasionally No

73. I would rather do without.something
than put a waiter or waitress to a
lot of extra trouble

74. I love to travel-- anytime

75. I have sometimes come near to faint-
ing, at a violent pain or the sight
of blood

Yes Occasionally No

Yes Occasionally No

Yes

76. I greatly enjoy talking to people
about local problems .. Yes
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77. I would rather be:
(a) a construction engineer,
(b) a teacher of social ideas

and manners a In Between

78. I have to stop myself froM getting
too involved in trying to straight-
en out other people's problems... Yes Sometimes No

79. I find the conversation of my
neighba/s dull and boring:
(a) in most cases,
(b) only in a very few a In Between

80-i.: I geneiaily fail to notice hidden
. propaganda in what I read, unless Yes, Occasionally No,

someone points to it....... True False

81. I think every story and movie should
remind us of a moral....... Yes Sometimes No

82. More trouble arises from people:
(a) changing and meddling 'With ways

that are already O.K.,
(0) turning down new, promising

methods a In Between

83. I sometimes hesitate to use my
own ideas, for fear they might
be impractical Yes In Between No

84. Prim, strict people do not seem Yes, Sometimes No,
to get on well with me..... True False

85. My memory does not change much Yes, Sometimes No,

from day to day True False

86. I'May be less considerate of other Yes, Occasionally No,

people than the ,are of:me;* True False

87. I am more restrained than most"
people in saying what my feelings
are Yes Sometimes No

.

88. If.the two h7.nds on a watch come
together exactly every 65 minutes
(according to an accurate watch'),
the watch is running:
(a) slow, (b) on time, (c) fast.. a
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89. I get impatient, and begin to fume
and fret, when people delay me
unnecessarily Yes Occasionally No

90. People say that I like to have .Xes, Occasionally No,
things done my own way True False

91. I usually would say nothing if the
tools given me to do a job are not Yes, Sometimes
quite what they should be True

92. At home, with a bit of spare time, I:
(a) use it in chatting and relaxing,
(b) plan to fill it with special

jobs a In Between

No,

False

93. I am shy, and careful, about making
friendships with new people Yes Occasionally No

94. I think t at what people say in
poetry could be put just as exactly
in plain prose Yes Sometimes

95. I suspect that people who act
friendly to me can be disloyal
behind my back:
(a) yes, generally, (b) occasion-

ally, (c) no, rarely a b

96. I think that even the most dramatic
'experiences during the year leave my
personality much the same as it was.Yes Sometimes

97. I tend to speak rather slowly Yes Sometimes

98. I get unreasonable flars or dis-
tastes for some things, for ex-
ample, particular animals, places,
and so on Yes Sometimes

99. In a group task I would rather:
(a) try improvements in organiza-

tion,

(b) keep the records and see that
rules are kept a In BetWeen
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100. To vote well on a social issue I
would read:
(a) a widely recommended novel about

it,

(b) a textbook listing statistical
and other facts a In Between

101. I get rather fantastic or ridiculous
dreams (in sleep) Yes Occasionally No

102. If left in a lonely house I tend,
after .a time, to, feel a bit

. anxious or fearful Yes Sometimes No

103. I may deceive people by being friend-
ly when I really dislike them Yes Sometimes No

104. Which word does not belongwith the
other two:
(a) run? (b) see? .(c) touch? a

105. If Mary's mother is Fred's father's
sister, what relation is Fred to
Mary's father:
(a) cousin? (b) nephew? (c) uncle? a
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STRUCTURAL QUESTIONNAIRE

The items in this questionnaire describe structural character-
istics that may be present .in your schoo;,.. .Please do not
evaluate these characteristics in terms of being desirable
or undesirable, but respond in terms of how accurately the
statement describes your school.

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS

Printed below is an example of a typical item found in the
questiohnaire:

1. Rarely

2. Sometimes

3. Often

4.. Very frequentlY,

SAMPLE:

Teachers are required to maintain lesson plans. 1 2 36)

In this example the respondent marked alternative 4 to indicate
that most teachers in his school maintain lesson plans. Any of
the other alternatives can be selected depending upon the be-
havior described by the item.

Please mark your response clearly. Please mark every item.
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STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 9UESTIONNAIRE

1. Teachers
2. Department Chairman
3. Consultants or Specialists
4. Administrators

Who has the greatest influence in decisions about:
(Circle one)

1. The instructional program? 1 2 3 4

2. Curricular offerings? 1 2 3 4

3. Teaching methods? 1 2 3 4

4. Textbooks? 1 2 3 4

5. Pupil regulations? 1 2 3 4

6. Teacher regulations? 1 2 3 4

:

7. 'Hiring new staff?
1'. 2 3 4.

8. Promotion of.,professionaistaff? 1 2 3 4

9. Adoption of new policies? 1. 2 3 4

10. Adoption of new programs? 1 2 3 4

...... em,d000mmew ......

' , :,

.1, Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs:'
3.' Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

11. Teachers are required to go through channels
(chain of command).":'. -

12. Teaching in your district is a good jbb-for
someone who likes to ide "his own boss."

13. Teachers in xour istrict must refer most
non-routine decisions to someone higher up
for a final O.K.

14. In your district teachers have to follow pro-
cedures Which conflict with their.ownprofession-
al judgment.
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

(Circle one)
15.:. Teachers are free to use any teaching techniques

they thihkipest. 1 2 3 4

i16. Teachers are free to discipline students as they
see fit. *' 1 2 3 4

'.17; Principals in your district must refer most non-
routine decisions to someone higher up for a.
final O.K.

.18. Vice-principals and department chairmen in your
district must refer most non-routine decisions
to someone higher up for a final O.K.

19 There can be little action taken here until a
superior approves a decision.

1

1

1

20. A person who wants to make his own decisions
would be quickly discouraged here. 1

21.' Even'small matters have to be referred to some-
one higher up for a final answer.

22. Any decision I make has to have my superior's
appro'val.

1

1

23- Responsibilitie6 and lines of authority within
the formal chain of command are well defined. 1

24. Teachers are required to maintain lesson plans. 1

25. Teachers are reqVired to follow an adopted course
... of study. =

e '

26. Teachers are required to report to schoal:..or..%

leave school at specific times.
r.

- :

27. Teachers are required to sign} incand!s4.gn,out. .°4

wheh coming or leaviniirSchool.

1

1.

1

. %

28. Rules and regulations are uniformly .app1iedi ; if'l

29. Uniform grading procedures are required. 1
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

30. "Appropriate" teacher dress is prescribed
by the school.

31. Teachers are required to select textbooks from
an approved textbook list.

32. Rules and regulations govern teachers' decisions
and actions.

33. Rules and regulations govdrn administrative
decisions and actions:

34. Teachers are evaluated according to a
'formalized procedure.

35. Teachers are'requiredfollow suggested
instructional sequences and unit plans as
closely as possible.

36. Teachers are allowed to teach only those sub-
jects which are included in the course-of-study.

37. Teachers are required to observe minimum time
allotments foracademic subjects.

38. Teachers are required to submit lesson plans
for review. .

39. Teachers are required to attend PTA meetings.

40. Teachers at this schoOl expectother teachers
to be strict with students.

41. At'this school, procedures fordisciplining
students are well defined.

.

42. Teachers at this;school expect other teachers
to teach a certain way.

43. A person can make his own decisions without
checking with anybody else.
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1.'2 3 4

4

4

4

4

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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4

4

4

4

4

4
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Often occurs
4. Very frequently occurs

(Circle one)
44. How things are done horo io

person doing the work. 1

45. People here. are allowed to do almost as they
please. 1

.
.

46. Most people here make their own rules on the job. 1

47. The administration adheres to established rules
and regulations in dealing with the teaching staff. 1

48. Supervisord and /or administrators visit my .class-
room unannounced.

49. The Principal is willing to by-pass regulations
to help pupils.

50. The Principal is willing to by-pass regulations
to help teachers.

51. Teachers in this school are 'closely supervised. 1

52. The teachers are constantly:being checked on for
rule violations. 1

53. People here feel as though they are constantly
being watched to seethat they obey all the rules.' 1

54.' Teachers ih this school are considered to be
specialists in their. respective fields...

55. Academic degrees are an important considera-
tion in recruiting of,instructional staff.

56. Academic degrees are an important considera-
tion in recruiting of administrative staff..-

. _

57. Advanced degrees are an.ipportant Considera-.=
tion in promoiiOn. 1

58. Teachers are requireataAttend teacher's:
institutes.
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1. Rarely occurs
2. Sometimes occurs
3. Often occurs
4,. .very frequently occurs

(Circle one)

59. To qualify for recular salary increases in your
district, teachers are required to earn a speci-
fied minimum of college or in-service credits. 1

60. Teachers present papers at profession meetings,
and write articles for professional magazines.

61. Seniority is an important consideration for
promotion.

62. Unusual teacher competence is rewarded by a
meritorious salary adjustment.

1'

1

63. Teachers are granted tenure solely on the basis
of competence and demonstrated achievement. 1

64. Teachers are evaluated more on teaching methods
than on the academic achievement of pupils. 1

65. Teachers are evaluated more on teaching methods
than on staff relations. 1

66. Teachers are evaluated more on teaching methods
than on classroom control and discipline. 1

67. Teachers are evaluated more on pupils' academic
achievement than on staff relations. 1

68. Teachers are evaluated more on pupils' academic
achievement than on classroom control and disci-
pline. 1

69. Teachers are evaluated more on staff relations than
on classroom control and discipline. 1

2 3 4

3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

70. The positions listed below are frequently reflected
in the organizational chart of most public schools.
Please rank these positions numerically on the basis
of the relative degree of prestige associated with each.
The positions with the highest prestige is to be assigned
the number 1, next highest 2, etc.

Department Chairmen
Classroom Teachers
Administrators
Specialists (Counselors, Psychologists, Speech

Therapists, etc.)
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APPENDIX B

THE STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
ITEM ANALYSIS RESULTS

TABLE

,
15 Structural Properties Items, Scale (Factor)

Assignments, Means, Sigmas, Correlations With
Total Scale UR (Total)), .And Correlations With
Scale Sums ER (Scale);

, . .
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TABLE 15

ITEM ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

ITEM SCALE MEAN SIGMA R(TOTAL) R(SCALE)

1 1 n /le,L4rYlla 1.380 0.5467 0.5658

2 1 2.831 1.238 0.5112 0.5979

3 1 3.071 1.254 0.4372 0.5349

4 1 2.564 0.963 0.5723 0.5656

5 1 2.639 1.024 0.5675 0.6653

6 1 2.716 1.206 0.5591 0.6453

7 1 2.605 1.119 0.4293 0.5469

8 1 2.716 1.163 0.4657 0.5439

9 1 2.547 0.914 0.5785 0.5537

10 1 2.003 0.935 0.5972 0.6488

11 1 1.757 0.934 0.4770 0.4979

12 1 3.000 1.191 0.5919 0.7030

13 1 2.645 0.877 1.3841 1.4975

14 1 2.510 1.059 0.4425 0.5424

15 1 2.554 1.285 0.5296 0.6415

16 1 1.510 0.944 -0.2056 - 0.2777

17 1 2.411 0.812 0.4156 0.2451

18 2 2.581 1.033 0.3872 9.6462

19 2 1.693 0.824 0.3999 0.5509

20 2 2.274 0.953 0.2902 0.6155

21 2 2.557 0.928 0.3814 0.6610

22 2 2.172 0.966 0.4997 0.7884

23 2 1.753 0.852 0.5748 0.7306

24 2 1.402 0.715 0.4700 0.6697

25 2 1.652 0.841 0.4089 0.6166

26 2 1.155 0.453 0.3411 0.4521

27 2 1.209 0.567 0.3275 0.4517

28 3 2.581 0.980 0.2300 0.7811

29 3 3.162 0 802 0.2220 0.7714

30 3 3.115 0.908 0.1145 0.7391

31

32

3

3

2.699
2.4820

0.863
0.952

0.4478
0.4218

0.4949
0.5213

33 4 2.416 0.889 0.3400 0.5974

34 4 2.821 0.903 0.4211 0.7211

35 4 3.020 0.822 0.3491 0.6311

36 4 2.784 0.912 0.2610 0.5750

37 4 2.855 0.887 0.2784 0.6104

38 4 1.946 0.782 -0.0763 0.1273
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.APPENDIX C

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT MATRIX

TABLE Page

16 Principal Components for Sixteen Personality
Variables and Four Perceived StruCtural
Property Variables 103
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B
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H

I

L
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N

0

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

I

II

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

56 14 20 -ln -17 25 13 -02 26 05 02 06 - -10 21 -13

20 -28 43 09 38 -45 31 -05 08 -21 02 -13 -29 05 23

65 -22 -06 10 -17 -10 17 14 -15 -30 05 30 -08 04 04 21

21 64 14 -04 03 -39 -18 -12 03 -12 09 08 -10 04

60 17 42 -20 -12 10 -20 12 10 - -7 -16 12 -23 -10 -08

-25 -42 29 -10 19 23 30 38 06 -29 -13 -23 19 -17 -26 04

73 01 12 -11 -08 03 06 10 14 18 04 -08 12 04 06 24

-16 41 -35 04 -08 45 15 -21 20 -08 -02 37 37 05 -20 12

-34 37 35 -21 -04 -17 20 17 -12 37 -07 20 -12 -20 -28 27

04 55 03 37 -11 07 34 11 03 -35 23 02 -31 -22 -09

18 57 15 05 39 06 -25 -16 10 -30 -24 -06 -06 13 -17 -07

-34 18 10 -36 30 04 -28 38 -09 -21 46 20 15 06 21 09
30 33 -17 23 33 24 40 2d -12 22 05 -25 06 34 09 03

14 -09 07 38 50 -48 10 -15 23 13 04 15 32 -32 11 -08

19 -32 26 -18 60 08 06 -15 25 04 20 -37 12 -07 11
-54 38 -09 -20 09 22 14 -19 17 08 -04 -19 -13 -21 35 08

-28 -08 62 25 -09 -10 04 -18 - -25 -19 -11 16 08 24 40

-24 09 54 29 -18 05 -06 32 15 13 -26 32 - 20 16 -29
14 -02 43 13 22 35 06 -32 -63 09 08 11 08 -14 05 -14

-22 -13 36 50 -13 18 -16 -14 25 17 50 -13 04 09 -19 07

17 18 19 20
-30 -30 -23 09

-11 -08 -01

-08 -14 38 09

31 -43 -01 01

-01 15 23 -36

10 -15 04 11

31 31 -08 27

10 -03 -02 -09

-22 06 02 03

14 12 -17 -06

-23 16 07 22

-04 05 -02 01

-16 -01 06 -14 i

-07 03 02

19 -08 -06 -16

14 -05 31 09

-08 -02 -13 -14

15 03 13 01

10 01 -03 08

-07 10 09 12

1=11 =3 1:=3 1=1 1= 1=3 1::=2 1:=1 1=1

I

1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1
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